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Abstract
Abstract
A proposal to improve inter-domain routing security—Route Origin Authorization (ROA)—
has been standardized. Prefix owners can use ROAs to authorize specific autonomous systems to legitimately originate their IP prefixes. More and more networks are using ROAs
to secure their prefixes, but little is known about whether BGP routers actually validate
received routes against these ROAs, a process known as Route Origin Validation (ROV).
It is unclear which networks blindly accept illegitimate routes, which reject them outright,
and which de-preference them if legitimate alternatives exists.
In this thesis, we first clarify the problem space and revisit the state of the art approach,
which attempts to use uncontrolled experiments to characterize ROV adoption by comparing
legitimate and illegitimate routes [39]. We examine the limitations of this approach and show
that it can lead to a high rate of false positives. Our measurements suggest that routing
observations attributed to ROV are likely to be caused by (non-security related) use of traffic
engineering techniques. Furthermore, we argue that gaining a solid understanding of ROV
adoption is impossible using currently available data sets and techniques. We introduce a
new, verifiable methodology which improves upon the state of the art by leveraging data
from controlled experiments. With our approach, we conduct various experiments aimed
at testing different ROV-related routing policies and present three AS that do implement
ROV, confirmed by operators.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Internet today connects billions of devices and is integral to many vital functions in our
society. With its enormous growth, the Internet has gained great importance for almost all
branches of industrial and social interaction and has been classified as critical infrastructure
in a number of countries [31, 72]. As we come to rely more and more on digital connectivity, the potential damage of an attack on the Internet’s backbone infrastructure increases.
Already we have seen governments and private organizations exploit vulnerabilities in the
fundamental routing protocol of the Internet to cause large monetary damage and to enforce
censorship on their population.
The Internet is a network of networks. Each network is a so called autonomous system (AS),
identified by its autonomous system number (ASN). An AS on the Internet operates a set of
IP address that can be assigned to devices within the AS. These IP addresses are aggregated
in IP prefixes. AS announce the IP prefixes they own to other AS using the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). The receiving AS can then choose to further propagate the announcements
to other neighboring AS. The Border Gateway Protocol is built on trust, since at the time
of its design the Internet consisted of only a handful of AS which were all cooperative. This
means that when an AS announces that it owns a certain IP prefix, other AS have no way
of knowing whether this is true or not. This makes BGP, and with it the Internet, an easy
target for malicious AS to disseminate false routing information to disrupt or divert traffic
flow.
Attacks on the Internets backbone infrastructure via BGP have become more frequent in
recent years [21, 1, 17]. While the vast majority of these attacks affected IP prefixes with
relatively little incoming traffic, there were some incidents involving prefixes of popular web
services such as YouTube that affected a large number of users. In order to secure BGP
against these attacks, the Secure Inter-Domain Working Group (sidr) was formed by the
IETF [37]. This working group designed a solution called BGPsec [50], which uses cryptographic operations on BGP routers to prove the authenticity and integrity of BGP update
messages. The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) is the framework necessary to
support BGPsec. Since BGPsec requires cryptographic operations on the BGP routers
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themselves, it is costly to implement and its deployment is still far off. In the meantime,
the RPKI can be used to partially secure BGP by offering a trusted mapping between Internet resources, i.e., IP prefixes and ASN, and the organization that own them. It allows
resource owners to authorize autonomous systems to originate their IP prefixes. Other AS
receiving the announcement can use the RPKI objects to check whether the announcement
is legitimate, a process called Route Origin Validation. AS can then choose at their own
discretion whether to drop illegitimate announcements.

1.2 Objective
There exists a plethora of research on the current adoption of the RPKI by Internet resource
owners [69, 70, 47, 9, 62, 42]. This research mostly focuses on the deployment of RPKI objects such as Route Origin Authorizations (ROA) and Resource Certificates. However, the
creation and deployment of these objects alone does not lead to a more robust Internet
infrastructure. The semantics of these object is i) an attestation of ownership and ii) an
authorization of usage of Internet resources. In order to protect against AS that illegitimately announce IP prefixes, the actual BGP routers on the Internet need the information
in the RPKI object and consider it in their routing decision. This is called Route Origin
Validation (ROV) and without its deployment the RPKI is ineffectual in securing BGP.
There has been almost no work published on the deployment and usage of ROV on BGP
routers. The goal of this thesis is to measure the adoption of ROV. Specifically whether any
AS on the Internet have deployed ROV on any of their BGP routers and whether they are
using validation results in their routing policy.

1.3 Contributions
This thesis makes a number of contributions to achieve the thesis objective:
• Clarify the problem space of measuring ROV.
• Analysis of the methodology and results of existing work.
• Presentation and examination of the limits of the existing methodology.
• Presentation of a new methodology that addresses the limits of existing work.
• Conducting experiments based on the new methodology to achieve the thesis objective.
• Set up a longitudinal study to monitor the deployment of ROV on the Internet.

1.4 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 of this thesis explains the technical background necessary to understand Internet
backbone routing and route origin validation. Chapter 3 introduces the challenges in measuring ROV while Chapter 4 analyses the current state of the art methodology in detail.
Chapter 5 then presents our new methodology using active experiments. Chapter 6 gives
an overview of the various tools developed for this work. Chapter 7 discusses work related
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to measuring BGP and the RPKI, while Chapter 8 concludes this work and discusses future
work.

CHAPTER 2

Technical Background
This chapter describes the relevant technical foundations of the Internet that are needed to
understand the rest of this thesis. It provides definitions for various key concepts.

2.1 Inter-Domain Connectivity
2.1.1 Internet Protocol
One of the most fundamental protocols for the operation of the Internet is the Internet
Protocol (IP). The Internet Protocol was designed to provide the functionality necessary
to deliver data from a source to a destination across an interconnected system of networks
such as the Internet [60]. There are two versions of the Internet Protocol in use today, IPv4
and IPv6. The source and destination of the data being delivered are specified with an IP
address, a sequence of 32 bits for IPv4 and 128 bits for IPv6. For the sake of simplicity, this
thesis will use IPv4 in any examples given.
IP addresses can be aggregated into so called IP prefixes. An IP prefix consists of an IP
address and a prefix length. An IP prefix with the IP address A and prefix length l contains
all IP addresses whose first l bits are identical to the first l bits of A. Various examples can
be found in Table 2.1.
IP prefix
192.168.1.1/32
192.168.1.2/31
192.168.1.0/24
192.168.0.0/16

IP addresses
192.168.1.1
192.168.1.2
192.168.1.3
192.168.1.0 192.168.1.255
192.168.0.0 192.168.255.255

No. of addresses
1
2
256
65536

Table 2.1: Examples of IP prefixes and the IP addresses they contain.
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2.1.2 Autonomous Systems
The Internet is a collection of inter-connected Autonomous Systems (ASes), with the purpose
of facilitating communication between devices across systems by achieving reachability of IP
prefixes. An Autonomous system (AS) is an independent network on its own. Some AS are
globe-spanning networks consisting of thousands of devices, and are connected to hundreds
of other AS. Other AS may only consist of few devices, and only connect to one other AS.
Each AS is identified by its unique Autonomous System Number (ASN). In RFC-1930, an
autonomous system (AS) is succinctly described as “a connected group of one or more IP
prefixes run by one or more network operators which has a single and clearly defined routing
policy” [43]. This definition hinges on the term routing policy. A routing policy pertains
to how an AS exchanges routing information with other AS and can be defined by the
network operator. In practice this definition does not always hold and abstracting an AS to
a atomic unit while ignoring its internal structure is an oversimplification [25, 63, 73]. An
AS might use various routing policies, dependent on different parameters such as economic
relationships with other AS.

Management of Internet Resources
Before an organization can form an AS and connect it to other AS, they must first acquire IP
prefixes and an ASN, which are referred to as Internet Resources. An organization running
an AS must obtain the necessary Internet resources either from a Regional Internet Registry
(RIR) or third party organizations that have obtained their resources from a RIR. There are
5 RIRs, each of them responsible for a geographical region of the planet and each of them
administrating a portion of IPv4 and IPv6 IP space, as well as a subset of ASNs. Table 2.2
shows the names and geographic regions of the RIRs.

RIR
AFRINIC
ARIN
APNIC
LACNIC
RIPE

Regions
Africa
North America
Asia, Australia, New Zealand
South America
Europe, Russia, Middle East, Central Asia

Table 2.2: The five RIRs and their administrative regions.

In the definition of a routing policy we have stated that AS exchange routing information
with each other. The exchange of routing information between AS is crucial to achieve
connectivity across the Internet. To exchange this information, network operators use the
Border Gateway Protocol.

2.2 Border Gateway Protocol
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The purpose of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is to facilitate the exchange of network
reachability information [61]. Two BGP speaking routers connect using TCP and exchange
network routing information using BGP Update messages. We say that two connected BGP
routers are peers. Two AS which have at least one BGP connection between can also be
said to be peers. The distinction between two routers peering and two AS peering should
be made obvious from context.

2.2.1 BGP Updates
A BGP Update message may serve two kinds of purposes: Advertisement of a route or
withdrawal of a route. A route in the context of BGP is defined as “a unit of information
that pairs a set of destinations with the attributes of a path to those destinations” [61]. Since
an understanding of BGP Update messages is integral context for this thesis, we provide a
detailed description of their purpose and content.
Advertisement
An advertisement specifies one or more network destinations (i.e., IP prefixes). Advertisements contain a set of path attributes that all destinations have in common. The destinations
are contained within the Network Layer Reachability Information field. Route announcements are used by an AS to inform its neighbors about the IP prefixes associated with the
AS. These announcements may then be propagated its neighboring AS to spread the reachability information throughout the Internet. Note that throughout this thesis the terms
advertisement and announcement are used interchangeably. Here is a list of path attributes
that are relevant in the context of this thesis:
Origin
The origin path attribute specifies whether the reachability information contained in
the advertisement pertains to the interior of the sender AS or to an external AS. It
is also possible that the reachability information was injected from another protocol.
This is a well-known, mandatory attribute.
AS Path
The AS path attribute represents a sequence of autonomous system numbers (ASN).
An BGP router propagating an advertisement will prepend its own ASN to this attribute before sending it to its peers. An exception to this is when the advertisement
is propagated to an internal peer. The AS path is the reverse sequence of AS that
a advertisement has traversed thus far. Thus the right-most AS on the AS path is
the Origin AS for the network destinations. It is also possible for multiple ASN to
occupy the same position on the AS path by using AS sets. This is a well-known,
mandatory attribute.
Next Hop
This attribute defines the IP address of the router to which traffic should be forwarded
to for the destinations contained in the network layer reachability information field.
This is a well-known, mandatory attribute.
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Multi-Exit Discriminator
This is an optional attribute that can be used on inter-AS connections to discriminate
between multiple exit or entry points towards the same neighboring AS.
Local Preference
A BGP speaker will calculate its preference for each route it receives, based on its
local routing policy. If the BGP router propagates the route, it will pass on its local
preference for the route only in the case that the peer it is propagating the route to
belongs to the same AS.
Communities
This attribute allows a BGP router to convey additional information to its peers
about the set of destinations contained in an advertisement. This can be used to
simplify otherwise complex routing policies by ’tagging’ sets of destinations with meta
information [32].
There is a number of additional path attributes that a BGP router might use such as
Aggregator and Atomic Aggregate. These attributes however are not relevant in the context
of this thesis and have been omitted.
Withdrawal
A withdrawal of a route specifies only a network destination and does not carry any
path attributes. Withdrawal messages can be used by routers to inform their peers that a
previously advertised route has become unavailable. If the connection between two BGP
routers is lost, all routes exchanged between them are implicitly withdrawn. It is possible
for a BGP Update message to carry one or more route advertisements as well as one or
more route withdrawals. It is important to note that BGP routes do not expire. A
route will be considered available as long as the peer from which the route was received has
not withdrawn it.

2.2.2 BGP Route Selection
The most important design decision that allows BGP disseminate routing information on
a scale as big as the Internet is that it severely limits the information that is being passed
between BGP speakers. For any given prefix, a BGP router will select only one route, the
best route, out of all available route. We refer to the process of choosing this route as best
route selection or best path selection. This route may, but not must, then be passed on to
peers of the router. All other available routes are not passed on. All routing information
a BGP router obtains is stored in the Routing Information Base (RIB), which consists of
three separate parts:
Adj-RIB-In
The Ajd-RIB-In stores all routing information received by the BGP router. More
specifically, it stores all routes learned from inbound BGP update messages. It represent the complete database of available routing information that was received by the
router. This means that it can contain multiple routes for the same network destination. The contents of the Adj-RIB-In can then be used to select the best routes for

2.2 Border Gateway Protocol

Incoming Routes
for Prefix P

Best Route
Selection

P
P
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Outgoing Routes
for Prefix P

Advertise to Peer
Decision

P

Adj-RIB-In

P

Loc-RIB

Adj-RIB-Out

P

P
P

P

Figure 2.1: Relationship between Adj-RIB-In, Loc-RIB, and Adj-RIB-Out.

each network destination.
Loc-RIB
The Loc-RIB contains all routes that were selected by the BGP router. It is the result
of applying the local inbound routing policy to the contents of the Adj-RIB-In to select
the best available paths for network destinations. This means that for each network
destination it contains at most one route, namely the one that local policy determined
to be the best available route. The Loc-RIB is thus a subset of the Adj-RIB-In. The
contents of the Loc-RIB are part of the actual forwarding table of the router.
Adj-RIB-Out
The Adj-RIB-Out stores all routing information that the BGP router has selected
for advertisement to its peers. This does not mean that all routes contained in the
Adj-RIB-Out are advertised to all peers. The routing information in the Ajd-RIB-Out
is the result of applying the local out-bound routing policy to the contents of the
Loc-RIB. This means that the Adj-RIB-Out is a subset of the Loc-RIB.
Note that the RIB described here is a conceptual model and BGP implementations need
not necessarily maintain these Adj-RIB-In, Loc-RIB, and Adj-RIB-Out as separate data
structures.
To select the best route for a prefix, a BGP router will consider all routes for this prefix
that are inside the Loc-RIB. First, the BGP router will calculate the degree of preference for
each route. If the route was learned from an internal peer, either the local preference sent
by that peer will be taken as the degree of preference, or the router will calculate the degree
of preference based on its own local routing policy. In the case that the route was learned
from an external peer, i.e., a router belonging to a different AS, the degree of preference
will always be calculated using the local routing policy. After the degree of preference has
been calculated for each route, the router selects the route with the highest preference. In
case of a tie in degree of preference, RFC4271 specifies the following tie-breaking rules:
1. Shortest AS Path
2. Origin Type: Prefer internal over external.
3. Preferred MED (Only applicable if routes are learned from same AS).
4. Prefer routes learned externally over routes learned internally.
5. Prefer route from peer with lowest BGP Identifier value.
6. Prefer route learned from peer with lowest IP address.
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AS400

AS200

AS100
203.0.113.0/24

(a) AS100 originates 203.0.113.0/24. AS400 chooses the route to AS100 via AS200.

AS400

AS666
203.0.113.0/24

AS200

AS100
203.0.113.0/24

(b) AS666 also originates 203.0.113.0/24. AS400 chooses the shorter route to AS666
instead of to AS100.

Figure 2.2: AS666 hijacks 203.0.113.0/24 by originating the prefix. AS400 accepts the bogus route
because it is shorter than the legitimate one.

2.2.3 BGP Security Issues

BGP is based on trust, as any AS can advertise any IP prefix to its neighbors. There is no
mechanism built into BGP that would allow a network operator to check the legitimacy of
received announcements. The lack of such a feature is at the core of the security problems
of BGP. The two main attack vectors are:
Lack of Authorization
A BGP router can originate advertisements for IP prefixes that do not actually belong
to its AS. If the actual owner AS also advertises these prefixes, other BGP routers will
then receive the two competing advertisements and choose whichever route is more
attractive. This will lead to some routers choosing the illegitimate route, which will
lead to network traffic being sent to the wrong AS. This is typically referred to as a
prefix hijack attack.
Lack of Authentication
A BGP router cannot determine whether a received BGP update has been altered or
not. This means that an attacker can manipulate path attributes in order to influence
the path selection process of other routers. For instance, an attacker might manipulate
the AS path attribute, artificially inserting themselves into a route in order to divert
traffic via their AS.
The impact of prefix hijack attacks can vary greatly. A hijack of a prefix that is being
used for a popular service can cause large scale outages of that service, while a hijack of a
prefix with no significant traffic will largely go unnoticed in the global Internet. There have
been a number of incidents involving prefix hijacks that have caused a significant number
of users to lose connectivity to popular services such as the YouTube incident [21] or the
China Telecom incident [1]. More recently, prefixes belonging to a number of large financial
institutions were hijacked by Rostelecom [17].
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2.2.4 AS Relationships
To establish connectivity to the global network, an AS must ensure that (i) all other AS
have a route to the IP prefixes of the AS, and (ii) the AS has a route to all IP prefixes of
other AS. A straightforward way to achieve this is to establish a peering session with all
other AS and exchange routes directly. This does not scale. Instead, there exist several very
large, well connected AS that offer transit connectivity for smaller AS. The larger AS acts
as a provider to the smaller AS. This involves propagating announcements for IP prefixes of
the smaller AS to its many neighbors. These neighbors are often also large provider AS and
will disseminate the routing information to their neighbors as well. This way the smaller
AS can ensure that its prefixes are reachable without having to establish many peering
sessions. The provider AS will also offer routes for all other prefixes to the customer AS
to ensure that devices in the customer AS can reach the Internet. This customer-provider
relationship is the most prevalent on the Internet, with the majority of AS being quite
small in size and purchasing connectivity from a small number of very large AS. These large
AS will often establish peering sessions between them to enhance their connectivity. We
call these relationships peer-to-peer relationships, since both AS will gain connectivity to
other ones customer AS. While in a customer-provider relationship the flow of money is
quite obvious (the customer pays the provider). In a peer-to-peer relationship there is not
always a monetary flow between the two involved AS. An exception to that is paid peering,
whereas AS agree to only provide partial transit to each other. The Gao-Rexford model [38]
characterizes the roles of customer, provider, and peers states rules that pertain to exporting
routes:
Exporting routes to a provider AS
An AS may advertise routes for its own prefixes and the prefixes of its customers to
its provider AS. It may not export routes learned from other provider or from peers.
In other words, a provider will provide transit for its customer AS and the customers
of its customers, but not for other providers or peers of its customers. Transit means
an AS offers access to its peers, customers, and providers to another AS [41].
Exporting routes to a customer AS
An AS will export routes for its own prefixes, and routes for prefixes from its providers
and peers, to its customer AS. In other words, an AS will provide transit to its customer
AS.
Exporting to a peer
An AS may export routes for its own prefixes and the prefixes of its customers to its
peers. It may not export routes for prefixes from its providers or from other peers to
its peers. In other words, an AS will not provide transit service for its peers.
While the rules can be helpful to reason about AS relationship observed on the Internet, it is
important to note that this model is a simplification and does hold for all AS relationships.

2.2.5 Internet Exchange Points
An Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is a facility where multiple AS can publicly or privately
interconnect. An IXP provides a switching infrastructure that enables layer 2 connectivity
between all member AS.
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Figure 2.3: The vantage point receives three different announcements for prefix P. It selects one
route and exports it to the route collector. The route collector dumps the received
routes periodically.

Many IXPs offer so called route servers. Route servers are BGP speakers that can be used
to disseminate routing information between a large number of AS. Instead of having each
AS peer with every other AS, all AS peer with the route server and announce their routes
to it. The route server will propagate received routes to all of its peers. It is important to
note that a classic route server is simply a BGP router. This means that the route server
performs best path selection. In case there are multiple AS at the IXP announcing a route
for the same prefix to the route server, only one of them will be selected to be propagated
to the other peers.

2.2.6 Measuring BGP
Measuring BGP in the context of this thesis involves analyzing the BGP updates a router
receives and exports to infer its routing policy or the routing policy of other routers that
propagate the updates. In order to analyze these it is first necessary to obtain this information. For the vast majority of BGP routers on the Internet, this information is not
made publicly available. However, the Routeviews [20] and RIPE RIS [16] projects operate
a number of BGP routers whose RIBs are periodically dumped and available to download.
Since this thesis uses data from these two projects, it is important to clearly define what
type of data we are referring to and how it was obtained.
The Routeviews and RIPE RIS projects operate so called route collectors. A route collector
is a BGP router which periodically dumps all BGP updates received from its peers. This
information is dumped in two formats, (i) the raw BGP update messages received by the
route collector and (ii) the contents of the Ajd-RIB-In, which contains all routes learned
via received BGP update messages. A peer of a route collector is called a vantage point, or
a monitor. The Routeviews and RIPE RIS projects peer with a combined number of 960
vantage points. Through a route collector we get insight on which paths the vantage points
have chosen to export. It is important to understand that a vantage point only sends the
selected best route for a prefix to a route collector, not all available routes, as illustrated
in Figure 2.3. It is also not guaranteed that a vantage point sends all selected best routes
to a route collector. It is possible that some vantage points chose to export a subset of
selected routes. We say a vantage point provides, exports, or chooses a route, if the route
was selected as best route sent to a route collector. In an effort to make monitoring and
measuring of BGP easier, the BGP Monitoring Protocol (BMP) [66] has been standardized.
BMP can be used by BGP routers to export not just their selected route, but all available
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routes for a prefix, for monitoring purposes. A BMP infrastructure where vantage points
would send all available routes to route collectors using BMP would greatly diminish the
problem of limited visibility and make BGP measuring substantially easier. Unfortunately,
as of time of writing such an infrastructure does not yet exist.

2.3 Resource Public Key Infrastructure
The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) is part of an effort to secure BGP against
the attacks described in section 2.2.3. The RPKI uses X.509 public key certificates [34] to
attest ownership of Internet resources. In this context Internet resources are IP addresses
and AS numbers. The certificates used in the RPKI are called resource certificates [45]
and are extended to contain IP prefixes and AS numbers that are allocated to the owner
of the resource certificate. Resource certificates can be validated using the same certificate
path validation algorithm as regular X.509 certificate, with one additional step: A resource
certificate needs to contain a subset of the resources contained within the parent resource
certificate. In the case of IP addresses, a resource certificate may not contain any IP addresses that are not contained within the parent resource certificate. In the case of AS
numbers, a resource certificate may not contain any AS number that is not contained in the
parent resource certificate. This validation rule means that the certificate tree of resource
certificates mirrors the hierarchical nature of IP space ownership. Each RIR operates a selfsigned resource certificate which contains all resources owned by that RIR. These self-signed
resource certificates are also referred to as trust anchors.
Resource owners can use their resource certificates to authorize specific AS to legitimately
originate their IP prefixes. This is done by issuing a Route Origin Authorization (ROA).

2.3.1 Route Origin Authorization (ROA)
A ROA is a cryptographic object, designed specifically for the RPKI. It contains a EndEntity resource certificate. The key distinction of an EE resource certificate is that it can
not be used to issue further resource certificates. Thus, EE resource certificates are always
a leaf in the certificate tree. The EE resource certificate is used to validate a ROA. Aside
from the EE resource certificate, a ROA also contains these fields:
IP prefixes This field contains a list of tuples of IP prefixes and a maximum prefix length.
An IP prefix together with a maximum length define a range of prefixes that this ROA
is authorizing an AS to originate.
ASN This field contains exactly one ASN. The ROA is authorizing this AS to legitimately
originate advertisements for the IP prefixes listed in the IP prefixes field.
For example, the ROA in Table 2.3 authorizes AS100 to originate announcements for prefixes
198.51.100.0/24, 198.51.100.0/25, and 198.51.100.128/25. The ROA in Table 2.4 authorizes
AS500 to originate announcements only for prefix 192.0.2.0/24.
The RPKI defines various other objects, such as manifests and certificate revocation list.
Since these objects are not relevant for the work presented in this thesis, we chose not to
cover them. An interested reader can find further information in RFC6486 and RFC6487.
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ROA
Prefix:
Max. Length:
ASN:

198.51.100.0/24
25
100

Table 2.3: ROA authorizing AS100 to
originate 198.51.100.0/24-25

ROA
Prefix:
Max. Length:
ASN:

192.0.2.0/24
24
500

Table 2.4: ROA authorizing AS500 to
originate 192.0.2.0/24-24

2.3.2 Route Origin Validation
The information contained in ROAs can be used by BGP routers to validate incoming
BGP announcements. Specifically, they can check whether the AS that originated the
advertisement is authorized to do so by a ROA. This process is called Route Origin Validation
(ROV). ROV can yield three different results:
Valid
The RPKI validity state of a route is valid if there exists a ROA which contains an
IP prefix that matches the announced prefix and the following holds:
1. The length of the announced prefix does not exceed the maximum length of the
matching prefix in the ROA. In this case the route is invalid because of a length
mismatch.
2. The AS originating the announcement matches the ASN in the ROA. In this case
the route is invalid because of an AS mismatch.
Invalid
The RPKI validity state of a route is invalid if for every ROA which contains an IP
prefix that matches the announced prefix one the following holds:
1. The length of the announced prefix exceeds the maximum length of the matching
prefix in the ROA.
2. The AS originating the announcement does not match the ASN in the ROA.
Not Found
The RPKI validity state of a route is not found if there exists no ROA which contains
an IP prefix that matches the announced prefix.
We say a prefix P1 matches a prefix P2 if either P1 and P2 are identical or P2 is a sub-prefix
of P1 . In the course of this thesis, we may refer to the not found RPKI validity state also
as unknown. Table 2.5 shows several pairs of ROAs and announcements together with the
ROV result.

BGP Announcement
Prefix:

192.0.2.0/24

Prefix:

192.0.2.0/20

Prefix:

192.0.2.0/16

Origin AS:

500

Origin AS:

500

Origin AS:

300

ROA1
Prefix:

192.0.2.0/24

Max. Length:

24

ASN:

500

Valid

Not Found

Not Found

Invalid Length

Invalid Length

Invalid AS

Valid

Valid

Invalid AS

Valid

Valid

Invalid AS

ROA2
Prefix:

192.0.2.0/16

Max. Length:

16

ASN:

500

2.3 Resource Public Key Infrastructure

ROA

ROA3
Prefix:

192.0.2.0/16

Max. Length:

24

ASN:

500

ROA1 ∪ ROA2 ∪ ROA3

Table 2.5: RPKI validity states for routes and ROAs
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Route origin validation is also sometimes referred to as BGP Prefix Origin Validation.
ROV in Routing Policy
RFC 6811 specifies that a proper ROV implementation should evaluate each route received
from other BGP speakers via BGP update messages. It should also evaluate any route
the router has received through other means such as redistribution through other routing
protocols or locally defined static routes [54]. The evaluation itself will simply annotate a
route with its RPKI validity state, but not exclude the route from the Adj-RIB in [29]. A
network operator can use the local routing policy of a router to determine if routes should be
treated differently according to their RPKI validity state. One such policy might be to simply
exclude all invalid routes from the best route selection process. We refer to the exclusion
of a route from the BGP route selection process as dropping, filtering, or discarding of
the route. If all IP prefixes were secured within the RPKI, filtering all invalid routes is the
intended application of ROV. In that case it would prevent any prefix-hijacking attacks, as
only valid routes would be propagated. This would require every resource owner to issue
ROAs for their prefixes, and to deploy ROV on all of their BGP routers on the Internet.
However, as of now only 8% of prefix/origin pairs have been secured with a ROA [9] and
operator gossip suggests that not many, if any, AS have deployed ROV on their routers
and are actually dropping invalid routes. Dropping invalid routes altogether is not the only
application of the validation results. Previous work suggest that [69, 47] many invalid routes
are the result of misconfiguration rather than prefix hijacks. This means that a policy that
drops invalid routes altogether might actually cause an AS to lose connectivity to certain
prefixes. A more cautious policy might be to simply lower the preference of invalid routes,
or to always prefer non-invalid routes over invalid routes for any prefix.

2.3.3 Global RPKI
The entirety of all RPKI objects are hosted in publicly available repositories. The vast
majority of objects reside in repositories hosted by the five RIRs, however, it is also possible
for owners of Internet Resources to host their own repository as long as it is publicly available. Cache servers periodically download all RPKI objects and cryptographically validate
them. All ROAs that pass validation are then made available to BGP routers using the
RTR protocol [28]. Any BGP routers with a proper ROV implementation will periodically
download the latest validated ROA payloads from the cache server, which they can then use
to validate routes.
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Global RPKI

...
RIR Repositories

Third Party Repositories

All cache servers download all repositories

Cache Servers
Cach e s ervers validate ROAs

Routers download the valida ted ROAs

BGP Routers

Routers use validated ROA payload for ROV

Figure 2.4: An overview of the RPKI infrastructure.

CHAPTER 3

Challenges
There are two major challenges that we face as researcher when it comes to measuring the
adoption of ROV on the Internet: Limited Visibility and Limited Control. They are are not
specific to measuring ROV, but apply to any BGP measurement that aims to infer routing
policy. Since in order to successfully and reliably measure the adoption of ROV and its
usage in local policy an approach is needed that deals with both of these challenges, in this
chapter we will first analyze the problems they pose further.

3.1 Limited Visibility
The Internet is a complex network consisting of close to 60,000 AS, each of them having
deployed at least one BGP speaking router. The flexible nature of BGP allows for intricate relationships between AS. The customer-to-provider and peer-to-peer relationships
described by the Gao-Rexford model (see Chapter 2) can not always adequately explain
routing decisions made by individual AS. As researchers, there are two key mechanism we
can use to get insight on routing decisions:
Looking Glasses
Public BGP router interfaces made available by individual AS, which can be used to
check received and selected routes.
Route Collectors
Vantage points exporting their selected best routes to public route collectors.
As of now, there is no publicly available unified interfaces for looking glasses, although there
are efforts working towards this [40]. The lack of such an interface makes it tedious to
obtain routing information from looking glasses in an automated fashion, and thus they are
of limited use for large scale analysis. However, looking glasses can still be used to analyze
specific events of interest. This leaves us with the data that vantage points export to public
routing collectors. Because of the information-hiding nature of BGP, the data obtained from
these vantage point is also limited only to the selected best routes the vantage points have
chosen for a given prefix. In addition to that, some of these vantage points might only send
a partial feed of BGP update messages to the collector, making the information obtained
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incomplete. It is however not reliably known which vantage points send a full and which
send only a partial feed.

3.1.1 Vantage Point Visibility

Origins

Prefixes

Every vantage point has a different view of the AS-level Internet, none of them have a
complete view of all AS paths. Figure 3.1 shows for each vantage point the number of
different prefixes it has a route for (top) as well as the number of distinct origin AS it has a
route to (bottom). The vantage points are on the x-axis, ranked by the number of prefixes
they have a route for. We can categorize the vantage points in roughly three groups. The
vantage point in x=[0,275] see a large number (> 600,000) of prefixes. These vantage points
have an almost ’global’ routing table, by which we mean that they have a route for almost
all prefixes and do not rely on default routes. Another group are the vantage points in
x=[300,575]. When compared to the first group, these vantage points have very limited
visibility. They have routes for 30,000 to 40,000 prefixes, less than 10% of the ’global’
routing table. The third group is the vantage points in x=[576,960]. These vantage points
have generally very low visibility, but are more diverse than the other groups. This group
of vantage points has routes to 1 to 10,000 prefixes. We can see the same grouping in the
bottom plot of Figure 3.1, albeit with more noise. Generally, the number of distinct origins
a vantage point has routes to correlates with the number of prefixes the vantage point has
a route for.

10 6
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10 4
10 3
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Vantage points

800

Figure 3.1: Vantage Point Visibility: Number of prefixes (top) and origin AS (bottom) seen by RIPE
RIS and Routeviews vantage points.

This large diversity in prefix and origin AS visibility amongst vantage point can have a major
impact when analyzing routes exported by these vantage points. This is relevant not just
in the context of this thesis, but any work aiming to measure a BGP-related phenomenon
using control-plane data. Note that while some approaches in measuring BGP make use
of data plane platforms such as RIPE Atlas [55], the challenge of low visibility persists in
that domain as well and might even be exasperated by usage of tunnelled connections that
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obscure borders between AS [46].

Invalid prefixes
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Figure 3.2: Vantage Point Visibility of Invalid Routes: Number of prefixes (top) and origin AS
(bottom) seen by vantage points.

When measuring the adoption of ROV-based filtering policies we are of course interested
in routes of invalid RPKI status. Analogue to Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 shows the number
of prefixes vantage points exported an invalid route for (top) and the number of distinct
origin AS these routes lead to (bottom). For both prefixes and origins we can see that the
general pattern from Figure 3.1 persists, albeit smaller in magnitude and with more noise.
The same three groups that we have seen previously are also apparent here. Note that some
vantage points in the third group (x=[576,960]) do not even export one invalid route, while
many others export less than 10. This is also reflected in their low number of origin AS
with invalid routes to. This essentially cuts down the number of available vantage points to
study existing invalid routes from down from 960 to 646.
Lastly, not all of these vantage points have invalid routes for the same prefixes, as in the
general case. As discussed in Chapter 2, a route can be invalid because of multiple reasons:
Mismatch of origin AS, mismatch of prefix length, or both. Figure 3.3 breaks down all
invalid routes that vantage points have exported by their reason for invalidity. As reference,
the top plot shows again the number of prefixes the vantage points exported invalid routes
for. The bottom plot shows for each vantage point the breakdown of invalid routes by their
reason for invalidity. Note how the three groups of vantage points are again present in
this data. We see that the group of vantage points with high visibility show a relatively
consistent breakdown, with almost 60% of invalid routes being invalid because of a length
mismatch, 34% being invalid because of an origin AS mismatch and the remaining routes
being invalid for both those reasons. But even amongst the vantage points with a near
’global’ routing table, we can see variations between vantage points. For instance, vantage
point [198.32.176.10, AS14361] and [198.32.195.24, AS15301] have almost the same number
of invalid routes, 4055 and 4066 respectively. However, their numbers of invalid routes with
both a length mismatch and an origin AS mismatch are 662 and 385 respectively. When
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Figure 3.3: Vantage Point Visibility of Invalid Routes: Number of prefixes (top) and the reasons for
invalidity (bottom) seen by vantage points.

looking at the second group of vantage points (x=[300,575]), we can see the same general
pattern as with the first group, however with a lot more noise. The fraction of invalid routes
with both length and origin AS mismatch is fluctuating more amongst these vantage points.
Vantage points x=386 and x=372 show only a small fraction of invalid routes having an
origin AS mismatch, significantly differing from the fraction of vantage points with similar
numbers of (not just invalid) routes. Since the third group of vantage points have so few
invalid routes, the breakdown into reason for invalidity fluctuates erratically between vantage
points. From those vantage points who have invalid routes in the third group, we can see
that a mismatch in length seems to be the predominant reason for invalidity.

3.1.2 Origin-Prefix Completeness
Figure 3.3, 3.2 and 3.1 underline how diverse the different ’views’ of the AS-level Internet
can be. We see that vantage points differ significantly in the number of prefixes they have
routes to, the type of routes of those routes (reason for invalidity), and the number of AS
originating prefixes. We are also interested in the nature of prefix and origin AS visibility:
Does a vantage point generally have routes for all prefixes that an AS originates, or just a
subset? In other words: What fraction of all prefixes originated by an AS does a vantage
point see? We define this as per-origin prefix visibility. For instance, an AS might originate
prefixes P1 , P2 , and P3 . If vantage point V1 has routes for P1 and P2 and vantage point V2
has routes for P2 and P3 , both V1 and V2 have a per-origin prefix visibility of 2/3 for this
origin AS. A per-origin prefix visibility of 1 thus means that a vantage point has routes to
all prefixes originated by a certain AS. Figure 3.4 shows the average (arithmetic) per-origin
prefix visibility of all 960 vantage points. We determine the total set of prefixes an AS
originates by looking through data from all vantage points. If at least one vantage point has
a route for a prefix P originated by AS O, we add P to the total set of prefixes originated
by AS O.

Avg. fraction of per-origin prefix visibility
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Figure 3.4: Average per-origin prefix visibility of vantage points.

We can see that there are almost no vantage points that have an average per-origin prefix
visibility of 1. The only such vantage points are found in last 100 vantage points, ranked
by the number of prefixes. We can again make out the 3 groups of vantage points that we
have seen in previous figures. The first group of vantage points, those with a near ’global’
view, tend to have a per-origin prefix visibility of 0.93 with one vantage point going as far
up as 0.97. This means that even for vantage points that have high general visibility we do
not get a complete set of routing information for observed origin AS. The second group of
vantage points shows a significant drop in per-origin prefix visibility compared to the first
group. While there are some vantage points between the two groups that have values of 0.6
or more, the majority of vantage points in the second group has a value of less than 0.3. This
value shows just how pruned the view of the Internet we get through vantage points is: Not
only do vantage points in the second group already see a very reduced number of origin AS,
they also have routes to only a very reduced number of prefixes from these origins. This has
implications if the methodology for measuring ROV-adoption relies on comparing routes to
the same origin, as will be explored further in Chapter 4. The third group of vantage points
show a wild distribution of per-origin prefix visibility, ranging from close to 0 to 1. This
diversity is similar to what we have seen in previous figures. The third group of vantage
points has such low visibility that analysis results are often not representative of the group.
One reason for low per-origin prefix visibility could be the same reason why some vantage
points a low number of routes to a collector: They are not exporting their entire routing
table, but merely a subset. An alternative explanation is that a vantage point with low
visibility might use default routes in its routing table. This could also explain low per-origin
prefix visibility.

3.2 Limited Control
Another challenge is that of limited control. For a given prefix, data from route collectors
only shows us the best selected route for each vantage point that peers with the collector.
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To properly reason about the routing decision of a vantage point, there are two points of
crucial information that we are missing:
Incoming Routes
The vantage point will select one route of all available routes for a given prefix. The
available routes were received from other BGP routers, often located in other AS, as a
result of their best route selection process. These routers will, in turn, have incoming
routes for the prefix received from other AS.
Decision Process
The BGP best route selection process is standardized in RFC4271. This selection
process involves attributes such as Local Preference, which can be set at will by network
operators. Additionally, BGP implementations might use other attributes that are
not specified in RFC4271, such as route age, in their implementation of the decision
process. Both of these points mean that it can become very difficult to understand
routing decisions by certain vantage points. A router might discard a route because of
its RPKI validity state, or simply because the length of the prefix is an odd number.
Understanding the decision process of a given vantage point becomes even harder when
we do not know all incoming routes for a prefix, as is typically the case.
Since we don’t know which routes are available to a vantage point for a given prefix, we
can not know whether a route was not selected because there was a better route or because
it was never propagated to the vantage point in the first place. The routing policy of
one BGP router might influence which routes are available to another router.
These routers need not be immediate neighbors in order to influence routers in other AS.
For instance, if a route suddenly disappears we can not know which of the AS on the path
is responsible. It could be that the origin AS has withdrawn its announcement of the prefix,
it could also be that any other AS on the path has done so and there exists no alternate
route.

3.3 Operational Concerns
Limited visibility and limited control are both challenges inherent to measuring BGP, and
are a direct result of the information-hiding nature of BGP. As researchers, we might face
additional challenges that are not related to fundamental design of BGP, but rather the
implementation of it. For instance, major vendors of BGP routers use custom BGP best
route selection algorithm. Cisco introduces an additional weight attribute that supersedes
the local preference of a route, as well as route age as an additional tie breaking attribute [5].
Some observations might not have a feasibly explanation when only considering the contents
of RFC4271, which standardizes BGP, but can be explained by a vendor-specific feature.
Similarly, it is possible that differences between ROV as described in RFC6811 and ROV
implementations by major vendors exist. In fact, operator gossip within the IETF suggest
that popular BGP implementations that feature ROV do not implement it correctly. Specifically, that some devices do not validate routes distributed by other routing protocols than
BGP. Additionally, our test have shown that some devices do not re-validate routes properly, specifically devices running custom editions of Cisco’s Experimental IOS 15.3. This is
problematic since the RPKI validity state of a route might change. This potentially exposes
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the device to attacks. As researchers, we must be aware that ROV implementations in the
wild might not align perfectly with the RFC, and measure accordingly.

CHAPTER 4

Uncontrolled Experiments
In this chapter we discuss and examine the current state of the art for measuring ROV
adoption on the Internet. We start off by describing the methodology and replicating it
with various data sets. We then question the methodology on i) how well it deals with
the challenges we have presented in the previous chapter, and ii) how reliable the resulting
classifications of AS are. Following this we then argue for a new methodology using a more
controlled approach.

4.1 State of the Art
There exists currently little work on the measurement of ROV adoption on the Internet, as
of now we know of only one paper [39] that deals with this subject. This paper presents a
methodology that attempts to classify AS as either (i) not using ROV or (ii) using ROV to
filter invalid routes.

4.1.1 Existing methodology
The existing work leverages RIB dumps from route collectors by analyzing the AS Path
attribute of routes exported by the vantage points. Specifically, it uses the RPKI validity
state of a route to classify AS on the AS path as either (i) not ROV enforcing, (ii) ROV
candidate, or (iii) ROV enforcing. In this context, (i) means that an AS does not use ROV
to filter invalid routes, (ii) means that there is some indicator that the AS is using ROV
to filter invalid routes, and (iii) means that the AS is using ROV to filter invalid routes.
Any AS that was classified as ROV enforcing must have been previously classified as a ROV
candidate.

Not ROV Enforcing
The authors of [39] base their classification of AS as not ROV enforcing on a implicit
assumption, which we write out explicitly here for easier reference:
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Figure 4.1: All AS except the origin AS are classified as not ROV enforcing (shaded red).

Absolute Filtering
An AS that has been observed to propagate an invalid BGP announcement is not
using ROV to filter any invalid routes.
This assumption is the basis to classify AS that are observed on the AS path attribute of
an invalid route as non ROV enforcing. An exception is made for the origin AS of the
route. This is because an AS that is originating invalid routes might still conceivably filter
incoming invalid routes since outgoing and incoming routes are subject to different routing
policies. The authors make a second exception in case the route originates from an AS
that is a customer of the AS that contains the vantage point which dumped the route. The
authors reason that an AS might not filter invalid routes received from a customer AS, but
might still do so for routes learned from peers or providers. This exception holds even if the
vantage point receives the route not directly from the origin AS but is still a provider to it
for other routes. The terms provider and customer AS here refer to the Gao-Rexford model
for AS relationships, briefly explained in Chapter 2.
It is important to note that classification of AS as not ROV enforcing is the first step of the
methodology and precludes those AS from being considered for later classification as ROV
candidate and hence also ROV enforcing. The number of AS that are classified as not ROV
enforcing establish a lower bound for the number of AS that do not enforce ROV, since it
is likely that there are more AS that are propagating invalid announcements than the ones
that can be observed on AS paths dumped by route collectors.

ROV Candidate
To classify an AS as a ROV candidate the authors of [39] leverage the existence of AS that
originate one prefix with a non-invalid (i.e., valid or unknown) announcement and another
prefix with an invalid announcement. They look for a vantage point that exports route for
both of these prefixes and compare the AS paths of the two routes. In case the two routes
chosen by the vantage points have divergent AS paths, they check whether there exists
exactly one AS on the path of the valid route which has not been classified as not ROV
enforcing previously. In other words, the constraint for flagging an AS as a ROV candidate
is that (i) it was not previously marked as not ROV enforcing (ii) it occurs on a non-invalid
route originating from an AS which also originates at least one invalid route, and (iii) on the
AS path of the route it was observed on, it is the only AS not marked as not ROV enforcing
(with the exception of the origin AS). While these 3 conditions do not explicitly mention
that there must be a divergence between the AS path of an invalid and a non-invalid route
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Route Collector
Figure 4.2: AS500 is marked as a ROV candidate (shaded blue). AS on the invalid route are marked
as non ROV enforcing (shaded red).

with the same origin, this is implied by conditions (i) and (ii). The authors reasoning for
condition (iii) is that it reduces the chance of a false positive by eliminating ambiguity.
An AS that is classified as a ROV candidate is also done so by associating it with the origin
AS of the non-invalid route the ROV candidate was observed on.
ROV Enforcers
The authors of [39] use a simple condition to classify an AS as ROV enforcing: If an AS has
been marked as a ROV candidate for three distinct origins, the authors classify it as ROV
enforcing. It is important to note that the methodology used in [39] is not described in great
detail. Specifically the reasoning behind classifying AS as ROV candidates and subsequently
as ROV enforcers is not provided. A more precise explanation of the methodology could not
be obtained even after multiple attempts.
Results
The authors use data from an unspecified time frame in July 2016. Using their methodology
they have found that most of the top 100 AS, ranked by size of customer cone, do not enforce
ROV. They found 9 AS among the top 100 that do enforce ROV, and 19 AS that could not
be classified using this methodology.

4.1.2 Limits of the Existing Methodology
We believe that the methodology presented in [39] suffers from multiple major drawbacks
that make it unsuitable to reliably classify AS as either not ROV enforcing or ROV enforcing.
In the case of classifying AS as not ROV enforcing, recall that the methodology classifies
any AS found on the AS path of an invalid route as not ROV enforcing and uses the number
of AS classified that way as a lower bound for the total number of AS that do not enforce
ROV. This method rests of the implicit Absolute Filtering assumption. We think that
this assumption is too strict and the fact that an AS was observed propagating one invalid
announcement cannot be used to infer that it is not using some kind of ROV related filtering
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policy. The authors of [39] seem to agree with this notion, as they make an exception for the
origin AS since an AS might use ROV but not apply it to its own routes. They also make
an exception for invalid routes that originate from a customer AS of the AS which contains
the vantage point, which means they must think there are certain situation where an AS
is using ROV only selectively. With these two exceptions, the authors of [39] acknowledge
that enforcing ROV must not mean that an AS drops all invalid routes. We think that it is
also feasible that more exceptions can exists such as an AS only filtering routes learned from
certain peers, perhaps chosen arbitrarily. One example that could lead to this is when an
AS has only partially deployed ROV. We argue that the lower bound that the methodology
seeks to establish is not accurate and that is is possible that some AS that were classified
as not ROV enforcing are false negatives.
In the case of classifying AS as ROV candidates and as ROV enforcing, the methodology
relies on leveraging path divergences between invalid and non-invalid routes. It attributes a
certain subset of these divergences to ROV based filtering of invalid routes and classifies an
AS on the non-invalid path as a ROV candidate. We think that this method of classifying
AS does not take into account the challenges that come with measuring BGP, which we
have described in Chapter 3. Attributing a path divergences ignores the issue of limited
control: The methodology offers no means to control any of the route attributes, which
makes it very difficult to discern whether two routes have divergent paths because of ROV
based filtering or because of other arbitrary reasons. A vantage point might choose two
different routes for two prefixes belonging to the same origin AS because of business related
reasons, misconfiguration, or traffic engineering. It is also possible that a vantage point is
using a routing attribute to break a tie between for both routes, and by coincidence happens
to chose different routes for two prefixes. Figure 4.3 illustrates a real world example, where a
vantage point in AS25220 (80.81.194.140) has chosen two divergent routes, one being invalid
and one being non-invalid, for two prefixes belonging to the same origin AS. The divergence
in this case was due to the vantage point using route age as a tie breaker, and by chance
the announcement for P1 arrived earlier via AS3356 while the announcement for P2 arrived
earlier via AS1299. We have contacted the operators of AS3356 and confirmed that they are
not using ROV on any of their routers. Note that in this case, the methodology used in [39]
could easily have resulted in AS3356 being classified as a ROV candidate, even though there
is no indicator that this AS is using such a policy. The authors of [39] seem to be aware
of the problem of limited control, as they require an AS to be marked as a ROV candidate
for three different origin AS before it is marked as ROV enforcing, likely in an attempt to
reduce the likelihood of an AS choosing divergent routes for reasons other than ROV. We
argue that requiring an AS to be marked as a ROV candidate for 3 different origins does
not deal with the problem of limited control sufficiently. It is simply an arbitrary cut off
point that offers no additional support for the claim that a ROV candidate is actually ROV
enforcing. The bottom line even for an AS that meets this criteria is still: It might be using
ROV to filter invalid routes, it might also not be.
The second challenge we have described in the previous chapter is that of limited visibility. We argue that the methodology presented in [39] does not take this problem into
account sufficiently. While the authors note that the AS they classify as not ROV enforcing
are merely a lower bound of the total number of AS that do not use ROV and thereby
acknowledging the incompleteness of BGP data and the possibly of additional AS propagat-
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Figure 4.3: The vantage point receives two routes for both prefixes. For prefix P1 the route via
AS1299 arrives earlier than the one via AS3356, while the opposite occurs for prefix P2 .
The vantage point uses route age to break the tie between the two available routes.

ing invalid routes that are not visible in the data set they have used, they ignore that the
problem of incomplete data impacts their classification of AS as ROV candidates. An AS
marked as a ROV candidate must not have previously been marked as not ROV enforcing.
It is thus possible that when using a different data set, the same AS that has been previously
marked as a ROV candidate would now be marked as not ROV enforcing, since the new data
might include an invalid route that contains this particular AS on the AS path. This means
that the methodology has the potential to arrive at contradictory classifications
for the same AS when using different data sets. As there is not complete data set of all
BGP routes that could be used for a ’definitive classification’, it is not possible to solve this
problem. In other words, the methodology might classify an AS as a ROV enforcers one
week, and as not ROV enforcing the next week.

4.1.3 Replicating Existing Methodology
In order to gain a better understanding of the methodology and the impact of the problems
we have described, we wanted to run this methodology on various data sets. Unfortunately,
the authors of [39] have not provided their implementation of the methodology and even after multiple attempts we were not able to obtain the code. Thus we are unable to reproduce
the results they have published and are forced to replicate the methodology with our own
implementation. We will give an overview of the steps our implementation takes, an interested reader can find the full code at https://github.com/RPKI/rov-measurement-code.
As input data, we take any BGP RIB dumps obtained using bgpreader, annotated by us
with RPKI validity state information obtained at the same time as the route dumps occurred. To check for AS relationships, we use CAIDA’s AS relationship data set [4] from
the same month as the the route dump occurred.
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(a) Routes chosen by VP1 for P1 and P2 .
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(b) Routes chosen by VP2 for P1 and P2 .

Figure 4.4: Considering only data from VP1, AS500 might be a viable ROV candidate. If we add
data from VP2 we see that is in fact non ROV enforcing.

We then perform the following steps:
1. Mark non-ROV Enforcers
We iterate over all routes. For every invalid route we check whether the origin AS is a
customer AS of the AS whose vantage point has dumped the route. If this is not the
case, we mark every AS on the AS path except the origin AS as not ROV enforcing.
2. Identify relevant routes
We filter the data to only include routes originating from AS that originate at least
one invalid and one non-invalid route with different AS paths. We include all routes
from origin AS that fulfill this condition. We do this on a per-vantage-point basis,
i.e., we have a separate data set now for each vantage point.
3. Mark ROV Candidates
For each vantage point, for each origin AS, we iterate over all pairs of invalid/noninvalid routes. If the AS paths of the two routes diverge at any point, we check whether
there exists exactly on AS on the non-invalid path that has not been marked as not
ROV enforcing. If this is the case, we mark this AS as a ROV candidate and associate
it with the origin AS of the routes.
4. Mark ROV Enforcers
For each vantage point, we iterate over all AS marked as ROV candidates. Any ROV
candidate that has 3 or more different origin AS associated with it, we mark as ROV
Enforcer.
5. Output Results
We collect all ROV enforcers found by each vantage point in a set. We then output
the set of ROV enforcers.
The authors of [39] use data from 44 Routeviews vantage point, however they do not specify
which vantage point exactly. The time when these routes were dumped is also not specified.
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This information could not be obtained from the authors even after multiple attempts.
This prevents us from using our implementation of the methodology to validate the original
results, forcing us to use a different data set. Our complete data set to use with our
implementation is from the 00:00 UTC route collector dump on October 25 2016. It contains
routes from all Routeviews and RIPE RIS collectors, exported from 960 different vantage
point. It is roughly 27GB in size. Immediately after downloading this data we annotate it
with RPKI validity state information from the same time as the collector dumps occurred.
Using the complete data set for analysis, our replication of the methodology classifies 922
AS as not ROV enforcing and 237 AS as a ROV candidate. Out of those 237, only the
following 4 AS are associated as a ROV candidate for at least 3 origin AS and are thus
classified as ROV enforcing:
AS8100 AS25761 AS17819 AS262150
The authors of [39] have classified 9 AS out of the top 100 AS as ROV enforcing, but
do not specify which AS. Our results differ significantly, with none of the 4 AS we have
found being in the top 100 AS. This is to be expected, since we are using a different, more
extensive, data set than the original work. To explore the impact of the data set on the
resulting classifications, we re-run the analysis with subsets of our data set. For instance, if
we restrict the data set to routes dumped by the routeviews-equix collector, which receives
announcements from 34 vantage points, running the analysis results in zero ASes marked as
ROV enforcing. In contrast, the routeviews-wide collector receives announcements from
only 6 vantage points, out of which 2 have very low visibility (routes for less than 1000
prefixes), but the analysis results in the following AS classified as ROV enforcing:
AS48237 AS262150 AS3786
These wildly different results underline the key flaw of the methodology described in subsection 4.1.2. The methodology does not take into account the limited visibility of BGP events
and thus the incompleteness of the input data set, which can lead to false classification
Vantage Point Set Selection
We have established that the results of analysis are dependent on the input data. As we
have shown above, analyzing data from different vantage points can lead to different AS
being classified as ROV enforcing. We have shown in Chapter 3 that different vantage point
can have dramatically different views of the Internet. We now explore the impact of the
input data on the analysis results, specifically the selection of the set of vantage points
whose exported routes are analyzed. Similar to [39], we select 44 vantage points and run
our replication of the methodology on routes exported by them. We perform this analysis
5,000 times, each time selecting a unique set of 44 vantage points to draw data from.
Figure 4.5 summarizes the statistical properties (quartiles, extreme non-outliers, and outliers) of 5,000 samples of 44 vantage points, for the number of AS classified as not ROV
enforcing, ROV candidate, and ROV enforcing. We can see that all three numbers can differ
wildly depending on the vantage points whose exported routes were analyzed. Note that
only for 1 set of vantage point did the method classify 9 AS as ROV enforcing.
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Figure 4.5: Statistical impact of vantage points on the number of classified ASes (5,000 samples of
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Figure 4.6: Number of AS classified as ROV enforcing and number of false positives.

In our critique of the methodology we have claimed that it has the potential to arrive at
contradictory classifications for the same AS when using different data sets. An AS can
be classified as ROV enforcing using one data set, and classified as not ROV enforcing
when using a different data set which shows it to propagate invalid routes. We explore the
impact of this using the result from the analysis of the 5,000 vantage points sets. First, we
combine the data from all 960 vantage point and run our analysis with this. We store any
AS classified as not ROV enforcing in a set. This ’global’ set of AS classified as not ROV
enforcing will be our ground truth. We now perform the analysis of the 5,000 vantage point
sets again, but this time use the ’global’ set of not ROV enforcing AS to check whether an
AS can be classified as a ROV candidate. We call an AS that was previously classified as
ROV enforcing, but now using the ’global’ set is actually classified as not ROV enforcing, a
false positive.
Figure 4.6 shows for each vantage point set the number of AS classified as ROV enforcing
(top) and how many out of those are false positives (bottom). We can see that the majority
of vantage point sets have at least one false positive. We can also see that for the vantage
point set for which the highest number of AS (9) were classified as ROV enforcing, 6 of them
are actually false positives.
Figure 4.7 shows the relative frequency of false positives each vantage points set. We can
see that for only 121 vantage point sets there were zero false positives, while more than 4000
vantage point sets had a false positive rate of over 50%. For 654 vantage point sets, the
false positive rate was 100%.
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Figure 4.7: Relative frequency of false positives.

Conclusion
In Chapter 3 we presented limited visibility and limited control as the major challenges in
measuring the usage of ROV. Our analysis of the existing methodology shows that it does
not adequately deal with these challenges. Since the methodology only leverages already
existing BGP announcements, it can not be used to reliably infer whether an AS is using
ROV enforcement or not. This is an issue of limited control. After replicating the methodology we have shown that inferences based on routes provided by the selected vantage points
can lead to incorrect identification of ROV non-enforcement and ROV enforcement policies. This is an issue of limited visibility. By leveraging a bigger data set, we have shown
that the methodology results in misclassification of AS. This problem is inherent with the
uncontrolled, passive approach of the methodology and is a natural consequence of limited
visibility. The methodology does not reliably measure whether an AS is not ROV enforcing
or ROV enforcing and thus we have no confidence in the results produced by it.

4.2 Uncontrolled Experiments: Analysis of Invalid Announcements
In Chapter 3 we have laid out reasons why determining whether a specific AS uses ROV
is challenging. In fact, using only uncontrolled experiments it is impossible to determine
while maintaining high accuracy. In the previous section we have then demonstrated the
inadequate handling of the limited control and limited visibility that measuring BGP entails,
and shown that this resulted in a high rate of misclassification. However, we think that it
is still possible to analyze BGP data from uncontrolled experiments and glean interesting
information related to ROV from it. This does not involve attempting to classify individual
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AS as ROV enforcing or non ROV enforcing, but rather to analyze the characteristics of
invalid routes to gain a better understanding of how they are routed throughout the Internet.
Similarly to the existing work, we analyze the AS path attribute of invalid routes and noninvalid routes that originate from the same AS. This analysis is always done from the point
of view of a fixed vantage point, since when comparing data gathered from different vantage
points any inferred policy of AS on the AS path might just be the result of the differences
between the vantage points.

4.2.1 Path Diversity
To gain a better understanding of how invalid announcements are routed, we compare them
to non-invalid announcements of the same origin. Specifically, we would like to know whether
these invalid announcements tend to propagate differently than the non-invalid ones. We
limit ourselves to the origin AS for which our fixed vantage point has at least one non-invalid
route and one invalid route. We exclude origin AS with only non-invalid announcements
or only invalid announcements because in these cases we have no basis for comparison of
AS path attributes of invalid and non-invalid announcements. In other words, to determine
whether an invalid advertisement is being filtered by some AS, we need to at least compare
it to a similar non-invalid advertisement, i.e., that comes from the same origin AS and
is observed by the same vantage point as the invalid one. For these origins, we measure
the path diversity as seen from a vantage point. Path diversity of an origin as seen from
a vantage point is defined as the number of distinct AS paths that lead from the vantage
point to the origin. For instance, the following advertisements for prefixes P1 , P2 , P3 :
Prefix
P1
P2
P3

Path
V →A→B→O
V →A→B→O
V →A→C→O

show a path diversity of 2 for origin O with regards to vantage point V . For each origin O
that fulfills the condition we measure the path diversity as seen from a fixed vantage point
V for (i) all routes V has to O, regardless of the RPKI validity state of the announcements,
and (ii) all non-invalid routes V has to O. If the vantage point V has the same routes
for both invalid announcements and non-invalid announcements of origin AS O, the path
diversity for (i) and (ii) will be the same, since invalid routes would add no new distinct
AS paths to the set of AS paths from non-invalid routes. If the invalid announcements of
origin AS O tend to take different AS paths to reach vantage point V than the non-invalid
announcements, the path diversity of (i) will be higher than that of (ii). We calculate the
path diversities (i) and (ii) for all origins that a vantage point V has at least one non-invalid
and one invalid route to. This results in two path diversity distributions, showing for a fixed
vantage point V how many origins have a specific path diversity. As a control group of
routes, we also calculate (iii) the path diversities of origins when removing a random subset
of routes, equal to the number of the invalid routes that were omitted in (ii).
Figure 4.8 shows the path diversities as seen by a vantage point located at the Frankfurt
Internet Exchange DE-CIX. The x-axis shows the distinct number of AS paths leading from
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Figure 4.8: Path diversity as seen from vantage point at DE-CIX.

the vantage point to an origin, i.e., the path diversity of the origin as seen from the vantage
point. The y-axis marks the number of origin AS that have a specific path diversity as
seen from the vantage point. We observe that for AS paths of (ii) non-invalid routes, for
approximately 40% of origin AS there exists exactly one path to the vantage point. The
remaining origin ASes have two or more paths leading to the vantage point, which can
be explained by multi-homed AS. We can see that the path diversity distribution for (i)
all routes is shifted to the right of that of (ii) only non-invalid routes. This means that
the inclusion of invalid routes has increased path diversity, i.e., invalid routes tend to be
routed differently than non-invalid routes. Furthermore, we can see that the path diversity
distribution for the (iii) control group routes, is very similar to the one for (i) all routes.
This confirms that invalid routes tend be route differently, since if they weren’t we would
expect (iii) to be more similar to (ii).
Figure 4.8 shows the path diversity distributions for only one vantage point. Figure 4.9 shows
the path diversity distributions of all 960 vantage points in our data set. The vantage points
are on the y-axis sorted by the number of different origin AS they have routes to. The top
plot shows us the path diversity distribution for all routes, the bottom one for non-invalid
routes only. Notice that the first and second vantage point groups that we observed in the
previous section are present again, although less pronounced. The third group of vantage
point is not part of the plot, since none of these vantage point observed origin ASes with
at least one non-invalid and one invalid announcement. The first group of vantage points
(y=[0,275]) shows the same general patterns that we saw in Figure 4.8 regarding all routes
and only non-invalid routes. For non-invalid routes (bottom plot), we can see the same peak
at x=1 followed by a steady decline in number of origins. For all routes (top plot), we can see
that it is also similar to Figure 4.8. Clearly, the other vantage points of the first group follow
the same trend as at the Frankfurt Internet Exchange vantage point. The second group also
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Figure 4.9: Frequency of distinct paths to origins with at least 1 non-invalid and 1 invalid prefixes
as seen from vantage points.

follows the same trends, albeit much less pronounced since these vantage points overall
see fewer origins that fulfill the condition. This confirms that what we have seen for the
Frankfurt Exchange point is also true in general: Invalid prefix announcements tend to
be routed differently than non-invalid prefix announcements. If there is a vantage
point that exports two divergent routes, one invalid and one non-invalid, that are both
originated by the same AS, we say that the prefix of the invalid route has is an invalid prefix
with routing differences. These routing differences must not necessarily be due to AS
using ROV, it is possible that invalid announcements are being treated differently for other
reasons than their invalidity. One possible explanation is that of traffic engineering. A multihomed AS with a main provider and a back-up provider might want to ensure that incoming
traffic is received via the main provider, while the back-up provider is simply for redundancy.
A common traffic engineering technique achieves this by announcing prefixes to the main
provider while announcing a less specific prefix that covers the same space to the back-up
provider. Because of longest prefix matching, traffic will be sent via the main provider.
Figure 4.10(a) shows an example of this. It is now possible that the network operator wants
to secure the prefixes with RPKI and creates a ROA for the less specific prefix, in the
case of the example for 192.168.0.0/16. A common misconfiguration for ROAs is to set the
maximum length field too short. If this happens in the case, and the maximum length is set
to something less than 24, the announcements of the /24 prefixes to the main provider will
be invalid while the announcement of the /16 prefix will be valid. As researcher, we might
then observe a vantage point exporting divergent routes and be tempted to attribute this
to ROV, when in reality the divergence has nothing to do with ROV.
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(a) In order to steer incoming traffic via AS200, AS100 announces more a specific prefix.
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Figure 4.10: The maximum length field of the ROA is misconfigured to 16, making the announcement
of 203.0.113.0/24 invalid.

In situations as we have just described, three conditions are met: (i) The invalid prefix
exceeds the maximum length specified in the ROA, (ii) the AS path of the route for invalid
prefix diverges at the first hop after the origin from the AS path of the non-invalid prefix,
and (iii) the non-invalid prefix covers the invalid prefix. Figure 4.11 shows the reasons for
invalidity for all invalid prefixes that were announced by an origin AS which also announces
non-invalid prefixes. The x-axis list the vantage points of our data set, the top plot shows
the number of invalid prefixes each vantage point has exported routes for, and the bottom
plot breaks those prefixes down by reason of invalidity. We can see that 30% of these invalid
prefixes are invalid only because of an origin AS mismatch, 60% of them are invalid because
they exceed the maximum length specified in the ROA, and the remaining 10% are invalid
for both of these reasons. This shows that a significant part of the invalid prefixes that show
routing differences are invalid because of their length, making them possible candidates for
the traffic engineering scenario we have described above. However, there is still a large chunk
of prefixes that are invalid because of an AS mismatch, which is not explained by the traffic
engineering theory.
The check for our second condition, we find the divergence point between the AS path of
an invalid route and the AS paths of non-invalid routes from the same origin AS. We define
the divergence point between two paths to be the position on the path where the paths first
contain different AS, starting at origin O (index 0). For example, the two paths:
O→A→B→V
O→A→C→V
diverge on point 2, with AS B and C being different. Let O be an origin that advertises at
least one invalid prefix with routing differences seen from vantage point V . We determine
the divergence point distribution between (i) each pair of distinct non-invalid paths leading
from O to V , and (ii) each pair of distinct paths leading from O to V . This gives us two
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Figure 4.11: Reasons for invalidity for prefixes whose origin AS is also announcing a non-invalid
prefix.
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divergence point distributions, one for non-invalid paths and one for all paths. An example
with origin O, vantage point V , non-invalid prefix announcements for p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , invalid
prefix announcements for p5 , p6 and observed announcements:
Prefix
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

Path
O→D→E→F →V
O→A→G→C→V
O→A→G→C→V
O→A→B→C→V
O→A→B→C→V
O→A→H→I→V

gives us 3 pairs of distinct non-invalid paths with the divergence point distribution:
Div. Point
1
2

Frequency
2
1

and 6 pairs of distinct paths with the divergence point distribution:
Div. Point
1
2

Frequency
3
3

In this example p6 exhibits routing differences, because its path is distinct from any of the
non-invalid prefix announcements. We calculate the two path divergence distributions for
each origin on a per-vantage-point basis, and then normalize over the amount of total path
pairs compared. Figure 4.12 shows these distributions for a vantage point at DE-CIX. We
can see that for both non-invalid path pairs and all path pairs, over 80% of them diverge
at the first hop of the AS path. This strengthens the argument that our traffic engineering
theory can explain a large number of observed routing differences, rather than ROV. The
differences between the two distributions are insignificant. An interesting feature is the tail
of the distributions, showing that some paths diverge as late as the fifth hop. The peak of
the divergence points at the first hop can be seen across all vantage points.
The third condition for the traffic engineering scenario we have described is that there exists
a non-invalid prefix announced by the same origin which covers the invalid one. Figure 4.13
shows the fraction of such invalid prefixes with routing differences on a per-vantage-point
basis. We can see that especially for the vantage point with high visibility (x=[0,275]) over
70% of invalids are covered. This is a another indicator that a large number of divergences
could be due to traffic engineering rather than ROV based policies.
Figure 4.14 shows the divergence point distribution between invalid prefixes with routing
differences and their covering non-invalid prefix. The y-axis shows the vantage points,
excluding the ones that do not see any covered invalid prefixes with routing differences,
while the x-axis shows the divergence point. This also includes Same Path, meaning that
there is no divergence in the AS paths of the invalid prefix and the covering non-invalid.
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Distr. of divergence points between pairs of distinct paths
monitor ('80.81.194.59', '29140'). Origins: 110
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Figure 4.12: Path divergence distributions for all origins observed by a vantage point, for all paths
and only for non-invalid paths.
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Figure 4.13: The fraction of invalid prefixes with routing differences that are covered by a non-invalid
prefix of the same origin.
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Figure 4.14: Divergence point distribution between invalid prefixes and their covering non-invalid
prefix.

The color intensity shows the fraction of path pairs observed by a vantage point that have a
certain divergence point. We see that ’Same Path’ dominates for almost all vantage point.
Excluding that, the peak divergences are at the first hop for nearly all vantage points. This
further underlines the traffic engineering theory.

4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we have analyzed the state of the art of measuring ROV adoption on the
Internet. After analyzing the flaws in the methodology we have replicated it and used our
own implementation to demonstrate that the methodology produces inaccurate, unreliable
results. We conclude that uncontrolled, passive experiments are fundamentally not suited to
determine whether a specific AS is using ROV or not. Analysis of invalid prefix announcements has shown that there are indeed routing differences that are worth exploring, although
a large number of them are likely explained by traffic engineering. To accurately measure
ROV adoption, a new methodology is needed which does not rely on data from uncontrolled
experiments. It must adequately deal with the challenges we have laid out in Chapter 3.
In the next Chapter we present a methodology based on controlled, active experiments and
show that it can be used to accurately determine whether an AS is using ROV.

CHAPTER 5

Controlled Experiments
This chapter presents a methodology to measure ROV adoption using controlled experiments, improving upon the current state of the art. First, the experimental facilities that
we use to conduct experiments are outlined. We then describe the purpose, setup, and
results of multiple experiments. Finally, it gives an outlook on future work such as more
fine-grained experiments with which more complex policies can be found.

5.1 Experimental Facilities
For our experiments, we use the facilities of the PEERING [65] testbed to send out BGP
updates. The testbed provides access for researchers and educators to the global BGP
routing system, enabling them to conduct more informative control-plane research. The
PEERING testbed is well suited for the task of finding AS that use ROV-based routing
policies because it provides connectivity to a large IXPs such as the Amsterdam Internet
Exchange (AMS-IX) as well as direct peering connections to various well-connected AS such
as AS3130.

5.1.1 Connectivity as Documented
This section describes the ways the PEERING testbed is connected to other AS. It uses
information obtained from the PEERING web-sites and the various locations that PEERING
has deployed routers. It is possible that the information on these web-sites is outdated
and does not accurately reflect the actual state of connectivity. We call an AS that should
be directly connected to PEERING according to information on the PEERING web-site or
on the website of an Internet Exchange point at which PEERING peers reachable according
to documentation. Furthermore, simply because an AS is directly reachable according to
documentation it is not guaranteed that it will have a routing policy in place that is favorable
to PEERING, i.e., actually uses the routes received from PEERING in its best path selection
process. In practice, even if such a policy is in place it might not benefit researchers if
the AS contains no vantage points. Keeping this in mind, we argue it is still beneficial to
give a best case overview for the connectivity of the PEERING testbed. The best case being
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that every AS that is reachable according to information from the PEERING and various
Exchange Point websites is actually reachable in practice and has a favorable routing policy
in place.
The PEERING testbeds operates BGP routers at various sites in North and South America
as well as Europe. These BGP routers are referred to as BGP muxes. Each mux connects
with one or more peers, each peer is identified by a unique session ID. Users of the PEERING
testbed can send BGP updates to either all peers of a mux, or specify which peers should
get an update message using session IDs. The PEERING testbed allows users to send BGP
updates for both IPv4 and IPv6 prefixes. Table 5.1 gives an overview for each mux, showing
the number of peers and the number of different AS these peers belong to.

Name
amsterdam01
clemson01
cornell01
gatech01
grnet01
isi01
neu01
phoenix01
sbu01
seattle01
ufmg01
uw01
wisc01

Mux
Network Location
Amsterdam IX
Clemson University
Cornell University
Georgia Tech
Greek Research Network, GR
Los Nettos Regional Network
Northeastern University
Phoenix IX
Stony Brook Univ.
Seattle IX
Federal Univ. of Minas Gerais
Univ. of Washington
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison

IPv4 Peers
Router AS
67
54
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12
10
1
1
1
1
1
1

IPv6 Peers
Router AS
54
44
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
10
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 5.1: Direct peering connectivity of PEERING BGP muxes.

In addition to these peers, the amsterdam01, phoenix01, seattle01, and ufmg01 mux are
also peering at route servers. The amsterdam01 mux peers with the legacy route servers
at Amsterdam IX (AMS-IX [3]), the seattle01 mux with the route servers at Seattle IX
(SIX [18]), the phoenix01 mux with the route servers at Phoenix IX [14], and the ufmg01
mux with the MLPA route server at IX.br at the location in Belo Horizonte [10]. Each of
these exchange points documents a list of AS peering at their route server on their website.
These route servers enhance the connectivity of the PEERING testbed massively, allowing
users to send BGP updates to a larger number of AS. Table 5.2 shows for each mux that is
peering with a route server the number of AS peering with that route server and thus can
be reached with update messages.
In addition to the route servers already mentioned, the Amsterdam IX operates an additional
pair of route servers with enhanced functionality. These are called Falcon Class route servers
and offer BGP community-based route origin validation support [2]. By tagging received
BGP announcements with standard BGP communities, the falcon route servers can convey
information about RPKI validity status of the announcement to the route server peers.
Additionally, the falcon route server offers various filtering policies for the route server
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Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
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AS reachable
through route server
664
170
37
33

Table 5.2: Route server connectivity of PEERING BGP muxes.

peers. This allows a route server peer to, for instance, only receive BGP announcements
whose RPKI validity status is valid or unknown (i.e., filter invalids). Additionally, the
falcon route servers can be used by route server peers to shape their policy for outgoing
announcements. As an example, a route server peer can instruct the falcon route server to
exclude certain peers when propagating one of their announcements. While an AS using
the falcon route server to filter routes based on RPKI validity status does not technically
perform route origin validation, we feel this is a very relevant feature when it comes to
deployment of route origin validation since it achieves the same outcome. There are 93 AS
peering with the falcon route servers at AMS-IX, excluding the PEERING AS. This brings
the number of AS reachable via a route server via the amsterdam01 mux up to 675 AS. Note
that the information regarding the peers of the falcon route servers was not obtained from
a website but lifted directly from a looking glass of a falcon peer. Table 5.3 shows the total
number of AS reachable directly, via a route server, and both options combined.
Clearly the number of AS reachable through route servers is much larger than the number
of AS reachable through direct peering. In order to reduce overhead and simplify the implementation of experiments, we chose to ignore the BGP muxes with very low connectivity.
These are clemson01, gatech01, grnet01, isi01, neu01, sbu01, uw01, and wisc01. This leaves
us with amsterdam01, seattle01, phoenix01, and ufmg01. Between those four muxes, amsterdam01 dominates in connectivity with a total of 680 reachable AS, with the next best
mux being seattle01 being able to reach 172 AS. In comparison, phoenix01 and ufmg01 only
connect to 35 and 37 AS respectively.

Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
Sum

AS reachable
(direct)
54
10
1
1

AS reachable
(route server)
675
170
37
33

AS reachable
(both)
680
172
37
34
871

Table 5.3: Cumulative sum of AS reachable via the four top PEERING muxes.

The grand total of all AS reachable directly via the amsterdam01, seattle01, phoenix01, and
ufmg01 muxes is 871.
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5.1.2 Connectivity and Visibility
The previous subsection listed the number of AS that can be reached with BGP updates
directly using the PEERING testbed infrastructure according to documentation. As already
mentioned, documented reachability must not always translate to practical reachability as
information obtained from websites might be incorrect or unfavorable routing policies might
be in place. However, even in the absence of these two factors a BGP update sent to an
AS that is not providing a vantage point, and thus offers no information on their selected
paths, is of limited use to us. Note that such an AS might still provide transit for received
prefixes, propagating it to its peers which might provide a vantage point. This can still be
of use when trying to determine the routing policy of AS the update was originally sent to.
In this subsection we quantify how many of the AS reachable according to documentation
fulfill the following conditions:
Peer Condition
The AS must be an active BGP peer of the PEERING testbed. This means this AS
must either have a direct peering session established with the PEERING testbed, or
must be peering at a route server where a BGP mux of the PEERING testbed is also
peering.
Acceptance condition
The AS must consider routes received from the PEERING testbed for BGP best path
selection.
Visibility Condition
The AS in question must provide a vantage point which exports routes received from
the PEERING testbed to a route collector.
An AS that fulfills all three conditions can be targeted easily with experiments. In later
sections, we will discuss how much these conditions can be relaxed, especially the Peer
condition, to broaden the coverage of experiments while still retaining accuracy in results.

Peer Condition
Due to technical limitations of the client software PEERING provides, checking which AS
is actually peering with a mux is not directly possible. However, it is possible to obtain a
list of routes that a mux has received from its peers. We classify an AS as an active peer if
it has sent at least one route to a PEERING mux. This excludes AS that are peering with
a mux, but do not send any BGP announcements to it. Table 5.4 shows the number of
active peers classified this way, as well as the total number of active peers of all muxes. The
table also shows the active peers as a percentage of the AS that are reachable according
to documentation via a mux. Note that we are now only considering the amsterdam01,
seattle01, phoenix01, and ufmg01 muxes since the remaining muxes are quite limited in
connectivity. The amsterdam01, ufmg01, and phoenix01 muxes all show a significant decline
in number of peer AS compared to the number of AS reachable according to documentation.
Surprisingly, the seattle01 mux actually has more active peers than peers reachable according
to documentation.
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Active peers
[AS]
589
179
25
24
769

Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
Sum

[%] of reachable AS (doc.)
86.6%
104%
67.6%
68.6%
88%

Table 5.4: Number of active peers (AS) of 4 top PEERING muxes and the percentage of AS reachable
according to documentation that are active peers.

Acceptance Condition
Determining whether an AS has considered the routes we have sent via PEERING for best
path selection is not possible in all cases. For example, an AS that accepts the route but
chooses not to propagate the announcement to any peers. An AS might propagate the
announcement to its peers but is not peering with a route collector. In this case there is still
the possibility that the announcement eventually propagates to an AS that does peer with a
route collector and we will be able to determine that the original AS is indeed accepting our
routes. To determine which AS fulfill the acceptance condition, we analyze the AS paths
vantage points have exported to route collector for PEERING prefixes. An example path
might be:
AS400 ← AS300 ← AS200 ← AS100 ← PEERING
PEERING is the origin AS. AS400 contains a vantage point that exported this path to a
route collector. The fact that this route was propagated to AS400 tells us that AS300,
AS200, and AS100 must have considered the announcement sent by PEERING in their best
path selection. Hence, they all fulfill the acceptance condition. To determine a lower bound
of the number of AS that accept our routes, we announce four /24 prefixes, one to each of
the top 4 muxes. We then count the number of distinct AS found on AS paths dumped by
any RIPE RIS or Routeviews route collector for each prefix, over a period of 16 hours. Note
that a higher number of AS found in this way does not mean that the mux is especially well
connected. Instead means that there is a higher number of distinct AS between the mux
and the various vantage points. We do this do get an idea of how well our announcements
propagate, not to evaluate mux connectivity.
Table 5.5 shows the number of AS found to be propagating PEERING announcements originating from the 4 muxes. It also shows the total number of AS that have been found to
propagate any PEERING announcement, regardless of origin mux. We can see that there is a
big overlap between the accepting AS per mux. This is unsurprising since in all cases we are
using the same route collectors as sources, which have a limited number of vantage points
exporting routes to them. The vantage points in turn have a limited number of upstream
AS they receive routes from. We intersect the set of AS that fulfill the Acceptance condition
with those which fulfill the Peer condition to find out how many active peers of PEERING
actually propagate the announcement to other AS. Table 5.6 shows how many AS fulfill both
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Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
Sum

Accepting AS
274
271
278
45
311

Table 5.5: Number of AS accepting PEERING prefixes for best path selection and propagating them
to other AS.

the Peer and the Acceptance condition. In total, we could only determine 89 AS that fulfill
Accepting
peers
[AS]

Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
All

69
18
4
3
89

[%] of
reachable AS
11.7%
10.5%
16%
12.5%
11.5%

[%] of AS
reachable
(doc.)
10.1%
10%
10.8%
8.6%
10.2%

Table 5.6: Number of AS that fulfill the Peer and the Acceptance conditions, the percentage of
active peers AS, and the percentage of AS reachable according to documentation.

both conditions. However, it is likely that there are more peers of PEERING that propagate
routes, but which do not show up on any AS path exported by a vantage point. This means
that 89 is a lower bound for the number of AS fulfilling both conditions.

Visibility Condition
Determining whether an AS fulfills the Visibility condition is straightforward. We can simply
check which AS is exporting routes to route collector by analyzing the dumps of the collector.
Any such an AS must by definition also fulfill the Acceptance condition, since the act of
exporting a route to a collector cannot happen when the AS hasn’t considered the route
for best path selection in the first place. Table 5.7 shows the number of AS that fulfill the
Visibility condition for each mux, i.e., that export routes to prefixes announced via that
mux.
We can now combine the numbers for the Peer, Acceptance, and the Visibility conditions
and get the total number of AS that we can measure reliably. Table 5.8 shows this number
per mux, as well as the total.
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Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
All 4

Visibility AS
225
222
232
33
235

Table 5.7: Number of AS that fulfill the Visibility condition.

.
Mux
amsterdam01
seattle01
ufmg01
phoenix01
All 4

All 3 conditions (AS)
60
17
4
2
74

Table 5.8: Number of AS that fulfill the Peer, Acceptance, and Visibility conditions.

.

5.1.3 Internet Resources
AS Numbers
The PEERING testbed uses AS number 47065 to establish all peering sessions In addition
to that, it also provides its user with 7 additional AS numbers: 33207, 61574, 61575, 61576,
263842, 263843, and 263844 [12].
IP Prefixes
The PEERING testbed owns 3 IPv4 prefixes (184.164.224.0/19, 138.185.228.0/22, 204.9.168.0/22)
and 1 IPv6 prefix (2804:269c::/32). These resources are shared between users of the PEERING
testbed. Additionally PEERING allows its users to announce prefixes from other organizations as long as permission has been granted. For our initial experiments we used two /23
IPv4 prefixes (151.216.32.0/23, 151.216.34.0/23) that RIPE NCC graciously made available
to us for a limited time. Further experiments, and more importantly for the implementation
of a longitudinal study, we have been granted access to a /19 IPv4 prefix (147.28.224.0/19)
by RG.net
RPKI Certificate Authority
In order to issue and revoke ROAs one needs to own a RPKI Resource Certificate, which
requires the operation of a RPKI Certificate Authority. RIPE NCC offers RPKI Resource
Certification functionality which allows users to issue and revoke ROAs for their resources,
provided those resources have been allocated using the ripe-ncc-ta.cer root certificate owned
and operated by RIPE NCC. This functionality provides an abstraction layer to the operator
of a Certificate Authority. This was sufficient for initial experiment that only involved static
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ROAs. For experiments requiring dynamic ROA changes, we are using resources provided
by RGnet. This required us to set up a child Certificate Authority, configuring RGnet as
the parent Certificate Authority. RGnet then delegated the ownership of 147.28.224.0/19
to us, which allowed us to issue and revoke ROAs for this prefix. The ROAs along with the
corresponding Resource Certificate, Manifest, and Certificate Revocation List, are published
on RGnets infrastructure and can be downloaded by any relying party.

5.2 Experiments
The previous section has given an overview over the experimental facilities of the PEERING
testbed, which will be using for all experiments. We have also established, as best as possible
given the limited information, the coverage and reach of BGP announcements sent via the
PEERING testbed. In this section we now present the various experiments that we have
conducted in the course of this work, by first stating the goal of the experiment, second the
setup and reasoning of the experiment, and thirdly discussing the results and implications
of the experiment.

5.2.1 The Basic Approach
Experiment Goal
BGP as a protocol is quite flexible, as the nature of AS-level peering is shaped by interorganizational relationships rather than purely technical requirements. Hence BGP allows
for complicated, intricate routing policies which can be challenging to determine as an
outsider. In our first experiment, the basic approach, we focus on what we think is the
simplest routing policy related to ROV: The decision whether to consider an invalid route
for best path selection, or to discard it based on its invalidity.
The goal is the find out which AS, if any, have already deployed such a policy. As discussed
in Chapter 3, an AS is not ’atomic’ with one clearly defined routing policy. This makes it
necessary to be more precise about the goal of this experiment. Hence we state it differently:
Experiment Goal
Testing whether there exist AS that (i) have deployed ROV on at least one BGP
router, and on that router are (ii) using the validation results to exclude invalid routes
from BGPs best path selection process.
There are two conditions that we require a BGP router to fulfill in order for us to determine
if a filter policy for invalid routes exists:
Reachability Condition
The BGP router we are testing needs to be able to receive BGP Updates from our
experimental BGP router directly. This is achieved either via a direct peering session
between the two routers or with both routers peering with the same route server.
Visibility Condition
The BGP router we are testing needs to be a vantage point. This is a necessary
condition in order to observe the router’s path selections, which is required to infer
policy.
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If the reachability condition does not hold, that means the BGP router is receiving our
updates not directly from us but rather over at least one intermediate router. This introduces
ambiguity, since in this scenario there are now two routers that could be using ROV to drop
a route. If the BGP router we are testing does not export our invalid routes to a route
collector, this could because it is using ROV to filter the route, or because the intermediate
router is using ROV to filter the route. It is also possible that the intermediate router simply
does not propagate our updates to the router we wish to test. Unless the intermediate router
is also a vantage point, we cannot resolve this ambiguity. The two conditions stated above
are quite limiting, since there exist few AS in the first place that are directly reachable
via PEERING and also contain a vantage point, adding the requirement that it needs to be
the same BGP router limits the coverage of the experiments severely. An AS might have
different routing policies on different routers. However, these routers will still disseminate
routes learned from other AS to other BGP routers within the AS. We can use this fact to
relax the reachability and visibility conditions to deal with AS instead of BGP routers and
thus increase the coverage of the experiment:
Reachability Condition (AS)
The AS we are testing needs to be able to receive BGP Updates from our experimental
AS directly, either via a direct peering session or through peering with a route server.
Visibility Condition (AS)
The AS we are testing needs to contain a vantage point.
While this allows us to cast a wider net, we must be aware what implication these changes
have. An AS that fulfills both updates conditions might operate a BGP router with a ROVbased filtering policy might still propagate invalid routes to its vantage point, by chance
circumventing the router that would filter these routes as shown in Figure 5.1.
Vantage Point

AS100

PEERING

Route Collector
ROV Enabled

Figure 5.1: AS100 operates one router that filters invalid routes. However, the vantage point receives
the invalid route from a different router and exports it.

This means that an AS with a vantage point that exports invalid routes could
still have ROV partially deployed.
Experiment Setup
The basic reasoning to determine whether a router drops invalid routes is very simple: We
announce a valid route and an invalid route. If the router propagates the valid route, but
not the invalid route, it is likely to be filtering. Of course, this hinges on the fact that the
router would treat both routes identically, i.e., assigning them the same local preference, if
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Prefix
ROAR
Prefix:
Max. Length:
ASN:
Route for PR
ASN:
Validity State:

PR
PR
24
47065
47065
valid

Prefix
ROAE
Prefix:
Max. Length:
ASN:
Route for PE
ASN:
Validity State:

PE
PE
24
47065
47065
valid

Table 5.9: Exact matching ROAs for PE and PR authorizing ASE to originate.

they were both valid. These routes also must be for two different prefixes, or else the router
can choose only one of them to propagate. We thus announce two prefixes:
Reference Prefix PR
This prefix serves as a reference and throughout the experiment the RPKI validity
state of its BGP announcement will not change.
Experiment Prefix PE
The RPKI validity state of the BGP announcements for this prefix will change throughout the experiment.
To increase the likelihood of the router assigning different local preferences to the routes for
arbitrary reasons, we select the prefixes to be very similar to each other. This means that:
• The prefixes are both of length 24.
• The prefixes are both part of the same /20 covering prefix.
• The prefixes both have the same route object in the RIPE Routing Registry. This
is done since it has been shown that in some cases route objects are used to filter
routes [22].
In addition to that, both prefixes are announced always at the same time, from the same
PEERING mux, via the same peers. We announce via multiple peers at once, since
targeting each AS that fulfills the reachability and visibility conditions separately
is not a scalable approach. The origin ASN for both announcements is PEERING’s
AS47065.
The experiment involves creating ROAs for both PE and PR . We refer to a ROA that
pertains to prefix PE as ROAE , and a ROA that pertains to PR as ROAR . For this
experiment, the prefixes specified in ROAE and ROAR exactly match PE and PR . The
maximum length field of ROAE and ROAR is set to the length of PE and PR respectively,
which is 24 in both cases. Initially, we create ROAs for both prefixes with ASN set to
PEERING’s AS47065. This means routes for both prefixes have RPKI validity state valid.
Table 5.9 shows the contents of both ROAs.
We require two initial conditions to be met before we can start conducting our experiment:
BGP Convergence
A vantage point that we are testing must have adopted stable, identical, direct routes
for both PE and PR . The purpose of this is to ensure that the AS the vantage point
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is in is treating both prefixes identically. To reach BGP convergence can take tens
of minutes, as temporary routing table oscillations can occur during the best path
selection [49].
RPKI Convergence
Both ROAE and ROAR have been published in the global RPKI. Enough time has to
pass for this information to reach BGP routers. The propagation of this information
involves i) the transfer of the global RPKI to cache servers and ii) the transfer of validated ROA information from cache servers to BGP routers using the rpki-rtr protocol
(RFC6810). For i), widespread cache implementations download the global RPKI at
a 10 minute [27] or 60 minute interval. In addition to that, older implementations of
RPKI cache servers use rsync to transfer this data. Flat, non-hierarchical, repository
structures have been shown cause excessive overhead during the data transfer, bloating the transfer duration to up to 30 minutes [62]. For ii), RFC6810 specifies a Serial
Notify PDU that cache servers can use to alert routers to ROA changes [28]. However, this is an optional feature. The regular method for routers to obtain new ROA
information is to send a Serial Query to cache servers, which will then respond with
all ROA changes that have occurred since the last query from this router was received.
RFC6810 does not specify a default refresh interval for these queries. The BGP origin
validation implementation of Juniper, included in Junos12.2 or higher, does not specify
a default value. There is however a tutorial by RIPE NCC [56] which sets the refresh
rate to 120 seconds. Similarly Cisco’s BGP origin validation implementation, included
in XR4.2.1 or higher and XE3.5 or higher, does not define a default refresh interval
but Ciscos documentation for this feature uses 600 seconds in examples. Finally, the
open source implementation RTRlib [68] also provides no default values but uses a 30
second refresh interval in its tutorials [53].
In any case i) requires a much larger data transfer than ii), as well as CPU-intensive
validation of Resource Certificates, it is possible that some operators have specified a
longer download interval than the implementation defaults. To be safe, we allow for
at least 4 hours of RPKI convergence time before we proceed with the experiment.
Vantage Point

AS100
Route Collector

PE

PEERING

PR

Figure 5.2: The vantage point of a target AS must choose the same direct route for both prefixes.

Once both conditions have been met, we can proceed by manipulating ROAE . To be more
precise, we remove ROAE from the global RPKI by revoking the EE Resource Certificate
contained within the ROA. Since now there exists no ROA that matches PE , the BGP
announcement of that prefix has RPKI status unknown. We then immediately issue a new
ROAE , this time authorizing AS51224 to originate PE . The prefix in the new ROAE
still matches PE exactly and has maximum length 24. The ASN 51224 is not owned by
PEERING and is not announcing any IP space used in our experiments, however we are
authorized to use this ASN. We refer to the process of revoking a ROA and reissuing it
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Prefix
ROAR
Prefix:
Max. Length:
ASN:
Route for PR
ASN:
Validity State:

PR
PR
24
47065
47065
valid

Prefix
ROAE
Prefix:
Max. Length:
ASN:
Route for PE
ASN:
Validity State:

PE
PE
24
51224
47065
invalid

Table 5.10: After flipping ROAE , routes for PE are invalid. ROAR and routes for PR are unchanged.

with a different ASN (but identical prefix and max. length) as a ROA flip or ROA change.
Table 5.10 shows the contents of both ROAs, route origins and validity state after the ROA
flip.
Once the new ROAE has been downloaded by cache servers, validated, and then distributed
to BGP routers, the announcement for prefix PE will be invalid, since the AS originating
the prefix (AS47065) does not match the AS in ROAE , which is the only ROA published
for PE .

5.2.2 Experiment Analysis
After ROAE has been flipped, we observe whether any AS that fulfills both the visibility
and the reachability conditions changes it’s route for prefix PE , i.e., whether the vantage
point contained in the AS now exports a different route for PE . If we observe a vantage
point changing it’s route for prefix PE , but not for prefix PR , it is likely to be enforcing a
routing policy that uses ROV results. It is crucial that the route for prefix PR remains the
same, as this prefix serves as a reference: Had the vantage point changed it’s route for prefix
PE for reasons unrelated to RPKI status, we’d expect that reason to also cause a route
change for prefix PR . A vantage point that initially has chosen identical, direct, routes for
both prefixes will typically react to the ROA flip in one of three ways:
No change
The vantage point does not change its route for either prefix. In this case there is
no indicator that the vantage point is using ROV to drop invalid routes, nor that
another BGP router of the same AS that has propagated the route to the vantage
point is using ROV to drop invalid routes. It is important to note that this does
not mean the AS has not deployed ROV on one of its routers, the route simply may
have no propagated to the vantage point via one of such routers, as illustrated in
Figure 5.1. Also, a BGP router might choose to only use ROV to drop invalid routes
when the route was learned from a particular peer. For example, an AS might choose
to drop invalid routes learned from AS they have a peer-to-peer relationship with, but
never from AS they have a customer-provider or provider-customer relationship with.
We call such a policy selective filtering of invalid routes, and the peers that the
BGP router accepts invalid routes from allowed peers and the peers it rejects invalid
routes from forbidden peers. the vantage point not changing its route could be because
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PEERING is amongst the allowed peers. Overall, all we can learn from a vantage point
not changing it’s route for PE after the ROA flip is that it is not using ROV to drop
invalid routes learned from PEERING.
No route for PE
The vantage point drops its route for prefix PE and does not adopt a different one. In
this case there is a strong indicator that the AS that contains the vantage point has
deployed ROV. It must not necessarily mean that the vantage point itself is filtering
invalid routes, it is possible that the router that propagates our announcement to the
vantage point is doing the filtering, or that both (or even all routers) have such a
policy. We also cannot know for certain whether the AS is using selective filtering,
since the reason the vantage point does not adopt a different route from an allowed
peer might simply be for a lack of such a route.
Different route for PE
The BGP router drops its route for prefix PE and adopts a different route via a third
AS. In this case there is also a strong indicator that AS that contains the vantage
point has deployed ROV. This observation actually gives us more information than
the No route observation: We know that the vantage point is not dropping all invalid
routes, since it still exported a route for prefix PE It is also possible that the vantage
point has no ROV related policy at all. The router that propagated the original route
might use (i) selective filtering, or (ii) drop all invalid routes and the vantage point
has learned the new invalid route over yet another router. There is a third option,
which is that (iii) no router is actually dropping any invalid routes at all. The ROA
flip instead might lead to a router in the AS to assign a lower preference to the route
learned directly via PEERING, but not to the route learned via the third AS. In this
case, the vantage point will choose the route via the third AS without any invalid
routes being dropped. This case shows that pinning down the actual policy of an AS,
especially one whose interior topology is unknown, is very challenging.
The goal of the experiment is to i) test whether there exist AS that have deployed ROV on at
least one BGP router, and ii) are using the validation results to drop invalid routes. When we
observe a vantage point in an AS that fulfills both the visibility and reachability conditions
changing its route for prefix PE after the ROA flip, we can be sure that this AS falls under
i) of our experiment goal. If the vantage point has no route for PE , it also pertains to
ii) of the experiment goal. In the case of different route, we can not be sure whether ii)
of our experiment goal is fulfilled or if the a router in the AS is simply assigning different
preferences to the now invalid routes. Of course, an AS with a vantage point that adopts a
different route is still an interesting result when it comes to measuring ROV deployment!
It is still possible, albeit unlikely, that an observed route change for prefix PE , but not for
PR , was caused by something unrelated to the ROA flip. Because of this, the experiment is
not conducted just once but repeated over a longer time span to confirm that an observed
route change for prefix PE is consistent and due to the ROA flip. In order to accommodate
for long ROA propagation times we perform the experiment in 24 hour cycles, i.e., once per
day. Since the BGP announcements are never withdrawn, we only have to send them out
once and do not have to consider BGP convergence time, except for when we perform a ROA
flip since AS with ROV deployed might change their routes for PE . We cannot choose the
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Vantage Point

Vantage Point
PE

AS100

PEERING

PR

Route Collector

AS100
Route Collector

(a) Vantage point does not change route

PEERING

PR

(b) Vantage point drops route

Vantage Point

AS100
Route Collector

PEERING

PR
PE
AS 200

(c) Vantage points chooses different route

Figure 5.3: Three possibilities for route changes for prefix PE .

time for the ROA flip arbitrarily, since we only have have knowledge of the routes vantage
points have chosen at the time the route collector dumps its RIB. The route collectors for the
RIPE RIS project dump their RIB entries at 00:00 UTC, 08:00 UTC, and 16:00 UTC. The
route collectors for the Routeviews project dump their RIB entries every 2 hours, starting
at 00:00 UTC. Starting with the initial state described in Table 5.9, we flip ROAE at 04:00
UTC to make the announcement for PE invalid, giving 4 hours of time for the ROAs to
propagate and for AS that have deployed ROV to change their routes. At 08:00 UTC we
check the routes vantage points have exported to the route collectors and compare them to
the routes they had exported at 00:00 UTC. At 12:00 UTC we flip ROAE back, making the
announcement for PE valid again. After 4 hours of propagation time, we check the routes
vantage points have chosen at 16:00 UTC and compare them to the routes we had observed
at 08:00 UTC, when the announcement for PE was invalid.
Figure 5.4 shows the experiment schedule together with relevant collector dumping times.
The previous descriptions dealt with two prefixes only, PR and PE , and did not precisely
RIB Dump

ROA Flip

00:00
UTC
Announcement of PE
Announcement of PR

04:00
UTC
Valid

RIB Dump
08:00
UTC

ROA Flip
12:00
UTC

Invalid

RIB Dump
16:00
UTC

RIB Dump
20:00
UTC

00:00
UTC

Valid
Valid

Figure 5.4: Timetable of the basic approach experiments. After the ROA flips we allow for 4 hours
of propagation time until the RIB dumps occur.

specify how these prefixes have been announced. Considering our experiment goal, ideally
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we would like to announce the two prefixes only to one AS at a time. However, the drawbacks
of this approach are that (i) we lose the ability to detect more subtle policies such as selective
filtering, and (ii) it introduces a lot of overhead. In subsection 5.1.2 we discuss that there
are 74 AS that can be feasible measured using this approach. Announcing a set of prefixes
to each of them would be very time consume, since one experiment last for a whole day and
should be repeated to confirm any observed route changes.
Instead, we announce multiple pairs of reference/experiment prefixes. Each of these prefix
pairs is announced to a different set of peers. Table 5.11 shows the prefix pairs and to
which peers they are being announced. At first, we announce only to amsterdam01 and
seattle01 since at this point we had only access to a limited number of prefixes, some of
which we were planning for further experiment that would run simultaneously to this. After
these announcements had propagated, we observed some AS choosing routes that we did not
expect: Instead of using the route received directly via PEERING, they preferred a route via a
third AS. Not using the direct route for our prefixes effectively removes an AS from the pool
of measurable AS, since the third AS introduces ambiguity. In order to circumvent this, we
announce more pairs of reference/prefixes exclusively to the route servers at AMS-IX. Some
of these third AS did not peer at the route server, or simply chose not to propagate routes
learned via the route server. This caused the AS that had chosen the indirect route for the
initial prefix pairs to chose the direct route for the new prefix pairs. We announce both to
the falcon route server and the default route server at AMS-IX. There were also several AS
that chose a route via a third AS that learned the route via the route servers at AMS-IX.
To counteract this, we announce another pair of prefixes to all peers of amsterdam01 except
the route servers at AMS-IX. The final set of prefix pairs and the peers they are being
announced to is shown in Table 5.11.
Reference Prefix
147.28.240.0/24
147.28.242.0/24
147.28.243.0/24
147.28.246.0/24
147.28.248.0/24

Experiment Prefix
147.28.241.0/24
147.28.244.0/24
147.28.245.0/24
147.28.247.0/24
147.28.249.0/24

Mux
amsterdam01
amsterdam01
amsterdam01
amsterdam01
seattle01

Peers
All
AMS-IX Falcon route server
AMS-IX Default route server
All except route servers
All

Table 5.11: Pairs of prefixes being announced as part of the experiment. See Section 5.1 for details
on PEERING infrastructure.

Preliminary Results
The basic approach experiments have been started in February 2017 and running continuously since then. There have been multiple interruptions for technical reasons, such as
operational issues at the PEERING testbed and software issues with the RPKI Certificate
Authority we have set up. We have observed three AS that are using ROV to filter invalid routes: AS8283, AS3130, and AS50300. Table 5.12 shows the routes that a vantage
point in AS8283 has chosen for reference prefix 147.28.246.0/24 (PR ) and experiment prefix
147.28.247.0/24 (PE ) over a span of 5 days.
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2017-02-24 2017-02-23 2017-02-22 2017-02-21 2017-02-20

Vantage point 80.249.211.161 (AS8283)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

08:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

16:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

00:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

08:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

16:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

00:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

08:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

16:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

00:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

08:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

16:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

00:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

08:00 UTC

8283←47065

8283←47065

16:00 UTC

8283←47065

No route

Table 5.12: Routes for PR , PE exported by a vantage point in AS8283 to collector rrc03. RPKI
status of prefix announcement at given time is marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

Both prefixes are announced directly to AS8283 via the amsterdam01 PEERING mux. We
can see that the vantage point in AS8283 always exports the same, direct route for the
reference prefix PR . This is expected behavior, since we never change the announcement for
PR . When we look at which routes the vantage point has chosen for the experiment prefix
PE , we notice a pattern: On all days except for February 21st, the vantage point does not
have a route at 16:00 UTC. Since the period in which the announcement for prefix PE is
invalid is between 04:00 UTC and 12:00 UTC, this behavior is unexpected. The fact that
the vantage point still has the direct route for PE at 08:00 UTC, but then drops that route
sometime between 08:00 UTC and 16:00 UTC indicates a long propagation delay. In other
words AS8283 is filtering the invalid route, but receives the latest ROA data from a cache
with a delay of at least 4 hours. We can pin point this delay further by looking at routes
from a vantage point in AS23673 has chosen. This vantage point peers with a Routeviews
collector, which dumps its RIB entries every 2 hours. Table 5.13 shows the routes this
vantage point has chosen at 08:00 UTC, 10:00 UTC, and 12:00 UTC. At 08:00 UTC the
exported route is still via AS8283, which is consistent with the routes the vantage point in
AS8283 has exported. We see that only at 12:00 UTC does the vantage point in AS23673
choose a different route, presumably because the route via AS8283 has been withdrawn.
This withdraw by AS8283 must have occurred between 10:00 UTC and 12:00 UTC. This
puts the propagation delay for new ROAs to reach AS8283 at 6 to 8 hours, since we had
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flipped the ROA at 04:00 UTC.

Keeping this in mind, the route changes of the vantage

2017-02-20

Vantage point 203.189.128.233 (AS23673)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

08:00 UTC

23673←1299←8283←47065

23673←1299←8283←47065

10:00 UTC

23673←1299←8283←47065

23673←1299←8283←47065

12:00 UTC

23673←1299←8283←47065

23673←55329←4788←6939←47065

Table 5.13: Routes for PR , PE exported by a vantage point in AS23673 to collector route-views2.
RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time is marked green (valid) and red
(invalid).

point within AS8283 indicates a ROV-based filtering policy. The exception to the observed
pattern on February 21st is that the vantage point exports no route for prefix PE , on all
three dumps. We conducted the experiment the same on February 21st as on the other days,
and have observed many other vantage points having a route for prefix PE during the entire
day. We believe that this exception may be caused by AS8283 not recognizing the ROA flip
that turns the announcement for PE valid. The same route changes can also be observed
when looking at the routes the same vantage point has chosen for other reference/experiment
prefix pairs, which leads us to conclude that AS8283 is not using a selective filtering strategy.
Table 5.14 shows the routes that a vantage point in AS50300 has chosen for reference prefix
147.28.243.0/24 (PR ) and experiment prefix 147.28.245.0/24 (PE ) over a span of 5 days.
The route AS50300 chooses is via the default route server at AMS-IX. We can see that the
vantage point in AS50300 always exports the same, direct route for PR , with the exception
of February 22nd on which during the first two dumps the vantage point has no route for
PR . We can also see that the vantage point has the same, direct route for PE at time
periods in which the announcement of PE is valid. For the dumps at 08:00 UTC, when
the announcement of PE is invalid, the vantage point has no route. The same exception as
with PR on February 22nd is observed with PE . These route changes indicate that AS50300
is using some kind of ROV-based filtering policy. The drop of routes for both prefixes on
February 22nd seems to be limited to routes learned via the route server at AMS-IX. This
is evident when looking at the routes the vantage point chooses for the reference prefix
147.28.240.0/24 and the experiment prefix 147.28.241.0/24 which are both announced via
all peers, including the route server at AMS-IX, of the amsterdam01 mux. Table 5.15 shows
these routes.
Since prefixes 147.28.240.0/24 and 147.28.241.0/24 are announced via multiple peers, it is
unsurprising that the vantage point in AS50300 has multiple available routes for them. We
can see that the direct route is preferred for both prefixes, which is the same route that
was chosen for prefixes 147.28.243.0/24 and 147.28.245.0/24 (see Table 5.14). On February
20th, 23rd and 24th we can see that instead of having no route for the experiment prefix,
as was the case for 147.28.245.0/24, the vantage point chooses an invalid route learned from
AS3356. This route was propagated by AS8283, which did not filter it yet because at this
time it had not received the newest ROA information yet. These routing changes indicate
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2017-02-24 2017-02-23 2017-02-22 2017-02-21 2017-02-20

Vantage point 176.12.110.8 (AS50300)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

No route

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

No route

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

No route

No route

08:00 UTC

No route

No route

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

No route

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

No route

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

Table 5.14: Routes for PR (147.28.243.0/24) and PE (147.28.245.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS50300 to collector rrc03. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time is
marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

that AS50300 is filtering invalid routes learned via the route server, but not invalid routes
learned from AS3356 and possibly other AS. This means that AS50300 employs a selective
filtering policy. On February 21st, the vantage point has no route for the experiment prefix
at 08:00 UTC. This is likely because the route learned from AS3356 has been withdrawn
as a result of the anomaly at AS8283 that we have discussed earlier (see Table 5.12). Since
the routes via the route server are being filtered, the vantage point has no route to choose
for the experiment prefix. On February 22nd, we see the vantage point choosing the route
via AS3356 and AS8283 for both prefixes. This is a result of the anomaly at AS50300 that
we have seen in Table 5.14 and indicates that this anomaly must be related to the AMS-IX
route server or rather, AS50300’s policy regarding the route server.
During the experiments in February, we do not observe AS3130 to be filtering invalids.
However, during the second week of experiments in May, we observe AS3130 enabling its
ROV related filtering policy, specifically on May 15th. AS3130 operates two vantage points,
and only one of them (147.28.7.1) lacks routes for our experiment prefix in the time its
announcement is invalid. The routes exported by the other vantage point (147.28.7.2) remain the same for both the reference and the experiment prefix. This indicates partial
deployment of ROV related filtering in AS3130. Table 5.17 shows the routes vantage point
147.28.7.1 has chosen on August 1st for reference prefix 147.28.248.0/24 and experiment
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2017-02-24 2017-02-23 2017-02-22 2017-02-21 2017-02-20

Vantage point 176.12.110.8 (AS50300)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←3356←8283←47065

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

No route

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←3356←8283←47065

50300←3356←8283←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←3356←8283←47065

50300←3356←8283←47065

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←3356←8283←47065

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

00:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

08:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←3356←8283←47065

16:00 UTC

50300←47065

50300←47065

Table 5.15: Routes for PR (147.28.240.0/24) and PE (147.28.241.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS50300 to collector rrc03. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time is
marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

prefix 147.28.249.0/24. These route changes occur consistently over the span of multiple
weeks.
The ROA change turning the announcement of PE invalid occurs at 04:00 UTC, but the
vantage point has not dropped the route at the 06:00 UTC dump, yet has done so at the
08:00 UTC dump. From this observation we can infer a propagation delay between 2 and
4 hours. Similarly when ROA flips again at 12:00 UTC turning the announcement for PE
valid again, it takes again between 2 and for 4 hours for the vantage point to pick up the
route again.
In summary, AS8283, AS3130, and AS50300 have all been found to be filtering invalid routes.
AS50300 uses a selective policy, only filtering routes learned via the AMS IX route server.
All 3 cases have been confirmed by contacting the operators.
Relaxing the Connected Condition
The RIPE RIS and Routeviews projects together provide routes from 1099 vantage points in
total, distributed in 479 AS out of which 74 AS fulfill the Visibility and the Connected con-
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2017-08-01

Vantage point 147.28.7.1 (AS3130)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

02:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

04:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

06:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

08:00 UTC

3130←47065

No Route

10:00 UTC

3130←47065

No Route

12:00 UTC

3130←47065

No Route

14:00 UTC

3130←47065

No Route

16:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

18:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

20:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

22:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

Table 5.16: Routes for PR (147.28.248.0/24) and PE (147.28.249.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS3130 to collector route-views2. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time
is marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

ditions. We can increase the number of measurable AS if we relax the Connected condition
to simply state that an AS must be able to receive routes for PEERING prefixes, however
not necessarily directly. This introduces ambiguity, since we need to distinguish between
an AS that fulfills the conditions dropping invalid routes or one of the AS that propagates
routes to it is dropping invalids, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. We can resolve this ambiguity
somewhat by determining whether any third AS on the AS path to the AS with the vantage
point are using a ROV related filtering policy. We have two ways to determine this, (i) if the
AS on the path contain a vantage point themselves, we can simply use our basic approach
to determine whether they filter, or (ii) if they do not contain a vantage point, we might
check whether they appear on AS paths of other invalid routes. Neither of these methods is
100% reliable, in the case of (i) its possible the AS on the path is filtering, but the vantage
point in that AS still exports invalid routes, similar to the situation shown in Figure 5.1. In
the case of (ii) the same thing might occur in reverse, whereas the AS might still contain
a router using ROV to drop invalids even if they are propagating invalid routes to certain
other AS. It’s also possible in this case that the AS might use a selective filtering policy. For
these reasons we must be careful when inferring ROV based filtering policy of AS that only
fulfill the relaxed Connected condition. There are two additional AS that have a vantage
point that show route changes that indicate ROV based filtering, AS56730 and AS59715.
Table 5.18 shows the routes the vantage point of AS56730 has exported for August 1st to
August 4th for the prefix pair that was announced via the route server at AMS-IX. We can
see that the vantage point consistently drops the route for the experiment prefix sometime
between 00:00 UTC and 08:00 UTC, indicating ROV based filtering. However, a closer look
at the AS path shows AS50300 to be on it, which we have already determined to filter invalid
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2017-08-01

Vantage point 147.28.7.2 (AS3130)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

02:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

04:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

06:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

08:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

10:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

12:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

14:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

16:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

18:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

20:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

22:00 UTC

3130←47065

3130←46065

Table 5.17: Routes for PR (147.28.248.0/24) and PE (147.28.249.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS3130 to collector route-views2. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time
is marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

routes received via the AMS-IX route server. This means the reason that the vantage point
in AS56730 does not have a route for the experiment prefix at 08:00 UTC is likely to be
that AS50300 has dropped the route and thus did not propagate it to AS31463 which then
in turn could not propagate it to AS56730. There is of course still a chance that AS56730
is filtering. To determine this we must look at other prefix pairs and the routes the vantage
point in AS56730 has exported for them. Table 5.19 shows routes for the prefix pair announced via AS3130. We can see that the vantage point in AS56730 chooses the same route
for both prefixes at all times, indicating the absence of a ROV related filtering policy.
The case of AS59715 is similar to that of AS56730. Table 5.20 shows the routes exported
the vantage point in AS59715 for August 1st. These observations are consistent over the
span of multiple weeks. We can see that the vantage point drops the invalid route for
the experiment prefix between 04:00 UTC and picks it up again between 12:00 UTC and
14:00 UTC. Similarly to the case of AS56730, there is an AS on the AS path that we have
determined to be filtering already: AS3130. There are however strong indicators that it is
not AS3130 filtering the invalid routes in this case, but rather AS59715, or any of the other
AS on the AS path. First, we know that AS3130 contains two vantage points and only one of
them had been observed to be dropping invalid routes, see Table 5.16 and Table 5.17. Second,
we observe AS3130 propagating an invalid route for AS56730, as seen in Table 5.19. Third,
we note that the router(s) in AS3130 that are dropping invalids do it consistently between
06:00 UTC and 08:00 UTC, and reintroduce the route between 14:00 UTC and 16:00 UTC,
see Table 5.16. This does not align with the timing of the vantage point in AS59715, which
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Vantage Point
PR
AS200

AS100

PEERING

PE

Route Collector

(a) AS100 is filtering the invalid route.
Vantage Point
PR
AS200

AS100

PEERING

PE

Route Collector

(b) AS200is filtering the invalid route.

Figure 5.5: The vantage point in AS200 exports the valid route but not the invalid route. The invalid
route could have been dropped by either AS.

drops the invalid route between 04:00 UTC and 06:00 UTC and reintroduces it between
12:00 UTC and 14:00 UTC. For these reasons it is reasonable to assume that AS59715 is
using ROV to filtering invalid routes. This assumption was confirmed by the operators of
AS59715.

5.2.3 Implementation Considerations
It is possible that some ROV implementations do not properly validate routes which could
lead to invalid routes not being marked as invalid. If the router in question has a policy to
drop invalid routes, a failure to mark invalid routes as such will cause them to be wrongly
considered in the best path selection process. In order to test this we have been granted
temporary access to a Cisco and a Juniper router. The Juniper device runs JUNOS 14.2R7.5
, the Cisco device runs a custom edition of Experimental IOS 15.3. Both devices perform
the initial route origin validation correctly, i.e., assigning the correct RPKI validity status
to a route. We have tested this by issuing an exact matching ROA for a test prefix Ptest
authorizing AS47065, and then announcing Ptest from AS47065 resulting in a valid route.
We confirmed that both the Cisco and Juniper implementations mark the route as valid.
We then withdraw the route and flip the ROA, changing the AS to AS51224 and then
re-announce Ptest from AS47065 and confirm that both implementations mark the route
as invalid. The second functionality we have tested is the re-evaluation of existing routes
when their RPKI status changes. If this is not properly implemented, our basic approach
experiment will not show an AS to be filtering even if it has such a policy in place. To test
this, we again issue an exact matching ROA for Ptest authorizing AS47065 and announce
this valid route to our test routers. We then change the ROA to authorize AS51224 instead
but do not withdraw the announcement. We observe that both devices properly re-evaluate
the route, mark it as invalid after the ROA change, and re-run best path selection. However,
in the case of the Cisco device existing route maps were not re-applied the route. Route
maps are a generic matching mechanism that can be used on Cisco devices to shape routing
policy. For example, a route map might be used to lower the preference of a route with
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2017-08-04 2017-08-03 2017-08-02 2017-08-01

Vantage point 195.66.226.20 (AS56730)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

No Route

16:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

00:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

No Route

16:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

00:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

No Route

16:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

00:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

No Route

16:00 UTC

56730←31463←50300←47065

56730←31463←50300←47065

Table 5.18: Routes for PR (147.28.243.0/24) and PE (147.28.245.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS56730 to collector rrc01. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time is
marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

invalid RPKI status, or discard it all together. A BGP router not re-applying route maps
can therefore lead to invalid routes wrongly being considered for best path selection. Note
that this is not the only way of discarding invalid routes, which means that a BGP router
with this particular version of IOS might still be filtering invalid routes. We found a second
fault with Cisco’s implementation, namely the failure to react to Serial Notify [28] messages
sent by RPKI cache servers. Instead, the Cisco device will wait until the configured refresh
interval has expired and then query the cache server for new ROAs. This can lead to slightly
longer propagation time of ROA changes, depending on the value the refresh interval was
set to.

5.2.4 Basic Approach Revisited
Considering the issue of route maps not being re-applied to route who’s RPKI validity
status has changed, it is possible that our basic approach has missed some AS that are
in fact filtering invalid routes. This is why we must rerun our basic approach with some
changes that will allow us to measure whether an AS is using a ROV related filtering policy
even if it is using a faulty implementation. In order to force a BGP router using a faulty
implementation to re-evaluate a route we can simply withdraw the route first, change the
ROA in a way that changes the RPKI validity status of the route, and then after ample
propagation time re-announce the route. We do this for both the reference prefix, without the
ROA change of course, and the experiment prefix. The experiment will again be performed
in a 24-hour cycle, starting at 00:00 UTC and aligning the ROA changes and BGP Updates
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2017-08-04 2017-08-03 2017-08-02 2017-08-01

Vantage point 195.66.226.20 (AS56730)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

16:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

00:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

16:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

00:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

16:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

00:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

08:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

16:00 UTC

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

56730←3356←1239←3130←47065

Table 5.19: Routes for PR (147.28.243.0/24) and PE (147.28.245.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS56730 to collector rrc01. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time is
marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

with the route collector dump times in mind. All announcements are made from AS47065,
same as in the basic approach. Table 5.21 shows the initial ROAs for PR and PE . Table 5.22
shows the schedule of ROA flips, announcements, and withdrawals.
RIB Dump
ROA Flip
04:00
00:00
UTC
UTC

RIB Dump
ROA Flip
08:00
12:00
UTC
UTC

RIB Dump
16:00
UTC

RIB Dump
20:00
UTC

00:00
UTC

Announcement of PE

Invalid

Valid

Invalid

Invalid

Announcement of PR

Valid

Valid

Valid

Valid

Figure 5.6: Timetable of the basic approach experiments. After the ROA flips we allow for 4 hours
of propagation time until the RIB dumps occur.

We observe the routes vantage points have exported to the route collector at the 00:00 UTC
dump, when both routes are valid, and the 08:00 UTC dump when the routes for PE are
invalid. Any route changes we observe can be interpreted in the same way as we have done
in the original basic approach, since the reasoning of both experiments is the same. Another
dump happens at 16:00 UTC, at which the route for PE is still invalid. This can be used to
detect AS that have ROV enabled routers with a unusually long ROA propagation time of
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2017-08-01

Vantage point 185.5.200.255 (AS59715)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

02:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

04:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

06:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

No Route

08:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

No Route

10:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

No Route

12:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

No Route

14:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

16:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

18:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

20:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

22:00 UTC

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

59715←3269←6762←1239←3130←47065

Table 5.20: Routes for PR (147.28.248.0/24) and PE (147.28.249.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS59715 to collector route-views4. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time
is marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

ROAR

ROAE

Prefix:

PR

Prefix:

PE

Max. Length:

24

Max. Length:

24

ASN:

47065

ASN:

47065

Table 5.21: Initially, both ROAs authorize AS46075. Announcements of both prefixes will be valid.

longer than 8 hours. The same goes for the RIB dump at 00:00 UTC.

Preliminary Results
The basic approach revisited has yielded the same results as the basic approach. We have
again found AS8283, AS50300, and AS59715 to be filtering. AS50300 once again was observed to employ a selective filtering policy. No additional AS have been found. As we have
discussed in the analysis of the basic approach already, a negative result does not mean an
AS is not using a ROV related filtering policy.
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Time

Event

Route Status (PR )

07:00 UTC

Announce PR , PE

Announced

Announced

08:00 UTC

Route Collector RIB dumps

Announced

Announced

08:15 UTC

Withdraw PR , PE

Not Announced

Not Announced

08:30 UTC

Flip ROAE

Not Announced

Not Announced

15:00 UTC

Announce PR , PE

Announced

Announced

16:00 UTC

Route Collector RIB dumps

Announced

Announced

08:15 UTC

Withdraw PR , PE

23:00 UTC

Announce PR , PE

Announced

Announced

00:00 UTC

Route Collector RIB dumps

Announced

Announced

00:15 UTC

Withdraw PR , PE

Not Announced

Not Announced

00:30 UTC

Flip ROAE

Not Announced

Not Announced

Not Announced

Route Status (PE )

Not Announced

Table 5.22: Schedule of the basic approach revisited. We allow for 7:30 hours of ROA propagation
time and 1 hour of BGP convergence time.

5.2.5 Advanced Approach
Experiment Goal
The experiments we have conducted so far have focused on measuring AS that have a
policy to drop invalid routes altogether. This aligns with the purpose of the RPKI, which
is to secure the AS level Internet against unauthorized announcements. Unfortunately,
deployment of the RPKI and dropping of invalid routes especially, offers no real economic
incentive at this time that would push big service providers to adoption. In fact, dropping
invalid routes can in some cases actually have the opposite effect. Dropping invalid routes
can lead to a loss of connectivity for the users of the AS, since there might not be a noninvalid alternative route for a prefix. Operator gossip suggests that this is one of the major
reason that networks are hesitant to enable ROV based filtering. However, it is possible
that there are AS out there using ROV related policies that are less aggressive than flat
out dropping invalids. For instance, a router might have a policy to accept invalid routes
but only in absence of any non-invalid (valid or unknown). Once a non-invalid alternative
route appears, the router might switch to that route regardless if the invalid route is more
attractive in the absence of RPKI validity information. Another possible policy is that a
router will simply decrease the local preference if a route is invalid. While this makes it
more likely that a valid route, if present, is preferred, the valid route might also have an
ever lower preference due to other factors causing the router to still choose the invalid route.
Our next experiment aims at finding AS that have deployed a policy that prefers valid to
invalid routes, either categorically or by lowering the preference of invalid routes.
Experiment Goal
Testing whether there exist AS that (i) have deployed ROV on at least one BGP
router, and on that router are (ii) using the validation results to prefer non-invalid
over invalid routes for the same prefix.
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Similarly as for the basic approach, we posit two conditions an AS must fulfill in order for
us to measure whether it is using such a policy:
Reachability Condition (AS)
The AS we are testing needs to be able to receive BGP Updates from our experimental
AS directly, either via a direct peering session or through peering with a route server.
Visibility Condition (AS)
The AS we are testing needs to contain a vantage point.
The same reasoning for these conditions apply: Direct reachability is necessary to ascribe
observed route changes to the AS responsible. Visibility is necessary in order to view the
routes the AS, or rather some router in the AS, has chosen.
Experiment Setup
In order to test whether some router in an AS is preferring valid routes over invalid routes
there must first be at least one valid and one invalid route available. This means that we
must announce the same prefix in two different ways, one announcement being valid and
one being invalid. Within the framework of the RPKI an announcement can be invalid
because of (i) prefix length exceeds the maximum length specified in the ROA, or (ii) the
origin AS of the announcement is not authorized by a ROA. Both cases of course require at
least one ROA for the prefix, or a less specific covering prefix, to exist. For our experiment
setup, we would like to have a valid and an invalid route for the same prefix, to maximize
the likelihood that the announcement are treated the same in the absence of ROV related
policies. For this reason, we cannot use (i) to create an invalid route since it would require
a prefix with a different length than the one that is being announced validly. This means
we have to create an invalid route via method (ii). This involves announcing the same
experiment prefix from two different origin AS at the same time. One origin AS will be
authorized to announce, resulting in a valid announcement. The other origin AS will not be
authorized, resulting in an invalid announcement. A router receiving both an invalid and
a valid announcement for the same prefix will have to chose one. If the router chooses the
invalid route, we know that there is not a policy in place to categorically prefer valid over
invalid routes. If the router chooses the valid route, we get no new information: It is possible
that the router (i) is using a ROV related policy to prefer the valid route or(ii) is not using a
ROV related policy and has chosen the valid route based on other factors unrelated to RPKI
validity status. This is similar to the reasoning in the basic approach, where the absence of
an invalid route need not mean that it was filtered. As with the basic approach, in order
to distinguish between (i) and (ii), we must announce a reference prefix. We announce the
reference prefix in the same way as the experiment prefix, i.e., from two different origin AS.
The AS numbers we are using for this are AS61575 and AS61576. A vantage point in an AS
that fulfills both necessary conditions will now receive routes for the reference prefix from
these two origin AS, both routes being valid, as well as routes for the experiment prefix from
the two origin AS, with the routes from one origin being valid and the routes from the other
being invalid. In the absence of ROV based policy, we’d expect an AS to chose the same
routes for the reference prefix and for the experiment prefix, regardless whether the route
for the experiment prefix is valid or invalid. This reasoning is based on the assumption that
a router will chose the most attractive route out of all available routes for a certain prefix.
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RFC4271 shows this assumption to be true, specifying the route selection phase of BGP as
responsible for choosing the best route out of all those available for each distinct destination
[...] [61]. However, we must remember that a route’s attractiveness is specified by the local
preference value it was assigned. BGP will choose the route with the highest preference,
but must use other attributes as tie-breaker in case two routes for the same prefix have been
assigned the same local preference value. These are the tie breaking attributes specified in
RFC4271 are as follow:
1. AS Path Length
2. Origin
3. Multi Exit Discriminator
4. EBGP/IBGP
5. Interior Cost
6. Router ID Value
7. Peer Address
For a more detailed explanation of the individual attributes see Chapter 2. In additional to
these tie breaking rules, implementations of BGP can have their own rules. For example,
Cisco BGP routers have an additional cisco-specific parameter called weight which takes
precedence over even local preference [5]. They also use route age, as in chose the oldest
route in case of a tie, as a tie breaking attribute after Interior Cost and before Router ID
Value. Similarly to Cisco, Juniper also uses a customer path selection algorithm in their
implementation which prefers already active routes over new routes in case of a tie, as well
as cluster list length in case the route was learned via a route reflector [19]. We want to
ensure that a vantage point we are measuring reliably chooses one route over another, and
does not use something arbitrary like peer address or route age to chose the route which
can be misleading. For example, a vantage point might chose a route to origin AS61575
for the reference prefix and a route to origin AS61576 for the experiment prefix. Without
loss of generality, lets say the announcement of the experiment prefix from origin AS61575
is invalid, while the announcement from origin AS61576 is valid. We also assume, for this
example, that the vantage point is using route age as a tie breaker and does not have a
ROV related policy. If the vantage point now receives two equally attractive routes for both
prefixes, it might happen that for the reference prefix the announcement of origin AS61575
arrives earlier than the announcement of AS61576, and opposite for the experiment prefix
the announcement of AS61576 arrives earlier than the one of AS61575. The vantage point
will now chose the route to AS61575 for the reference prefix and the route to AS61576 for
the experiment prefix. As researchers, we must be careful not to misattribute these route
choices to a ROV related policy that prefers valid to invalid routes, and that in the absence
of RPKI the vantage point would have chosen the route to AS61575 as it had done with the
reference prefix. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7. In order to solve this problem, we must
ensure that for both prefixes, not all available routes are equally attractive. This prevents
the vantage points from having to rely on arbitrary attributes such as route age or peer
address. Looking at the tie breaking attributes we have listed above, it is obvious that some
of them such as Interior Cost are completely out of our control. There are also attributes
such as peer address or MED which we cannot control as simple users of PEERING, but
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AS61576

Vantage Point
PE

PE

PE

AS100

Route Collector

AS61576

Vantage Point

PE

AS100

Route Collector
PE

AS61575

PE

AS61575

(a) The announcement from AS61576 arrives ear- (b) The announcement from AS61575 arrives earlier.
lier.

Figure 5.7: The vantage point in AS100 uses route age to break the tie between two competing
routes for PE . The older route is preferred.

would need operative access to PEERING devices. There are some attributes however, that
we can exert some control over. For instance, route age can be easily manipulated by us by
announcing a prefix with origin AS61575, waiting a few minutes and then announcing the
prefix with origin AS61576. A router using route age as a tie breaker will then chose the
older route to AS61575. However, since route age is not part of the official RFC there is no
guarantee that it will be used by all vantage points we want to test. The other attribute
we can manipulate somewhat is the length of the AS Path. For example, we can make
one route less attractive by prepending our own AS number to the path. This means we
could announce the prefix with two different origin AS via the same mux, one announcement
with a prepended AS path, and ensure that vantage points will chose the non-prepended
announcement. Unfortunately, PEERING at this time does not allow announcing the same
prefix via the same mux at the same time. This forces us to announce the prefix over two
muxes. In this case, since the muxes are at different physical locations, the likelihood a
vantage point receives two equally attractive routes is lowered. It also means that some
vantage points will prefer routes to one mux and some vantage points routes to another
mux. When announcing from two physical locations we need to remember the reachability
condition we have posited for AS that we’d like to measure. Recall that an AS must be
directly connected to PEERING. If we announce from two muxes, it possible that such an
AS either (i) peers with only one mux directly, or (ii) peers with both muxes directly. In the
case of (i), we know that routes received originated by the direct mux will have a shorter
AS path than routes originated by the indirect one. This ensures that a vantage point in
the AS won’t use arbitrary attributes such as a peer address to chose which route to take.
In the case of (ii), it is also very likely that the routes originated by the two muxes are
not equally attractive. Since they originate from two different physical locations, it is likely
the vantage point receives them via different routers inside the AS. This means that the
interior cost of the two routes will differ. It is also possible that the vantage point is an edge
router and learns one route directly from a mux, while learning the other route via other
routers in the AS. In this case the vantage point will prefer the route learned via EBGP
instead of the one learned via IBGP. In any case, announcing the same prefix from two
different physical locations will likely lead to vantage points reliably, i.e., without reliance
on arbitrary attributes, choosing one route over the other. If we do happen to observe a
vantage point arbitrarily choosing routes, we can still influence it by prepending the AS path
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PR (AS61576)
AS61576

PE (AS61576)

Vantage Point

PR (AS61575)

PR (AS61575)
AS100
Route
Collector

PE (AS61576)

AS61575

PE (AS61575)

(a) The vantage point exports the prefers the longer, but valid, path for PE and the direct path
for PR . This indicates that the invalid route from AS61575 was de-preferenced, while the valid one
was not.
PR (AS61576)
AS61576

PE (AS61576)

Vantage Point

PR (AS61575)

PR (AS61575)
AS100
Route
Collector

PE (AS61575)

AS61575

PE (AS61575)

(b) The vantage points exports the direct path to AS61575 for both prefixes, regardless of RPKI
validity state.

Figure 5.8: Competing announcements for the same prefixes can be used to discern whether an AS
prefers valid over invalid routes.

of one route. Figure 5.8 illustrates the experiment setup with competing announcements
for the reference prefix, both valid, and competing announcement for the experiment prefix,
one valid and one invalid. Sub-figure (a) shows an AS preferring valid to invalid routes,
by choosing the route to AS61576 for the experiment prefix while choosing the route to
AS61575 for the reference prefix. (b) shows an AS choosing routes to AS61575 for both
prefixes, regardless of RPKI validity state of the announcement of the experiment prefix.
The setup shown in Figure 5.8 shows AS preferring the route to AS61575 over the route
to AS61576. Naturally, there will be AS where the opposite is the case and the route to
AS61576 is more attractive. The setup presented in Figure 5.8 will then be ineffective since
the valid route for experiment prefix will be the more attractive one, even in the absence of
ROV related policy. We can fix this problem easily, by alternating the RPKI validity state
of the routes for the experiment prefix. To do this we change the ROAs the experiment
prefix in such a way that the announcement with origin AS61576 becomes invalid and the
one with origin AS61575 becomes valid. As with previous experiments, we conduct this
experiment in a 24 hour cycle. Table 5.23 shows the initial ROAs for both prefixes as well
as the routes being announced and their validity states. Initially, we configure ROAs for
both prefixes in such a way that both announcements from both origin AS are valid.
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Prefix

PR

ROAs for PR

Prefix

PE

ROAs for PE

Prefix:

PR

Prefix:

PE

Max. Length:

24

Max. Length:

24

ASN:

61575

ASN:

61575

Prefix:

PR

Prefix:

PE

Max. Length:

24

Max. Length:

24

ASN:

61576

ASN:

61576

Routes for PR

Routes for PE

ASN:

61575

ASN:

61575

Validity State:

valid

Validity State:

valid

ASN:

61576

ASN:

61576

Validity State:

valid

Validity State:

valid

Table 5.23: Initially, routes originated by both origin AS will be valid for both prefixes.

We give ample time for BGP convergence and ROA propagation to occur, and then remove
the ROA for PE which contains AS61575. This turns the routes for prefix PE with origin
AS61575 invalid. Table 5.24 shows the new configuration of ROAs and Routes for the
experiment prefix.
This configuration allows us to test any AS that fulfills the (i) reachability condition, (ii)
visibility conditions, and (iii) prefers the routes to origin AS61575. After ample propagation
time, we then remove the remaining ROA for prefix PE and issue a new ROA for the same
prefix authorizing AS61575. Table 5.25 shows the new configuration, under which routes
for PE originated by AS61576 are valid and routes originated by AS61576 are invalid.
This new configuration allows us to test AS that we have missed with the previous one,
namely those that prefer routes originated by AS61576. Note that the configuration for PR
is untouched throughout the experiment, and remains as described in Table 5.23. As with
previous experiments, we must be careful to align the ROA changes with the dump times of
the route collectors. We perform the first ROA change, the one making announcements of
PE with origin AS61575 invalid, at 00:30 UTC. This allows for 7:30h for the ROA changes
to propagate to the routers until the 08:00 UTC dump. At 08:30 UTC we perform the
second set of ROA changes, turning the announcements for PE with origin AS61575 valid
and the ones with origin AS61576 invalid. Again we allow for 7:30h of propagation time
until the 16:00 UTC dump. At 16:30 UTC we reset the ROAs to the initial state shown
in Table 5.23, turning all announcements for PE , regardless of origin AS, valid. This again
allows for 7:30h of propagation time until the 00:00 UTC dump.
For this experiment we again use two prefixes that are as similar as possible to one another,
i.e., they both have length 24, are part of the same /23 prefix, and are associated with
the same route object. To create competing announcements for the same prefix, we must
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61575
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61576
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Table 5.24

Table 5.25

After removing one ROA for
prefix PE , the route with origin
AS61575 becomes invalid.

We replace the existing ROA for
prefix PE with a ROA authorizing AS61575.

RIB Dump
00:00
UTC

RIB Dump

ROA Flip
04:00
UTC

Announcement of PE

Invalid

Announcement of PR

Valid

08:00
UTC

RIB Dump

ROA Flip
12:00
UTC

RIB Dump

ROA Flip

16:00
UTC

20:00
UTC

00:00
UTC

Valid
Invalid

Valid

Figure 5.9: Timetable of the advanced approach experiments showing validity state of announcement
for PE for both origin AS. After each ROA change we allow for 7:30h of propagation
time.

announce from two different muxes in PEERING. For this we chose the amsterdam01 and
seattle01 muxes, since they offer the highest connectivity to other AS. The prefixes we use
are 147.28.254.0/24 as our reference prefix PR and 147.28.255.0/24 as our experiment prefix
PE . We are using AS61575 as the origin for the amsterdam01 announcements, and AS61576
as the origin for the seattle01 announcements. For technical reasons announcements are
propagated to AS47065 internally in PEERING. This means that any AS path dumped by
the route collectors will have AS47065 before the actual origin AS.
Experiment Analysis
For clarity, we refer to the initial configuration of ROAs described in Table 5.23 as C1, the
configuration after the first ROA change described in Table 5.24 as C2 and the configuration
after the second ROA change described in Table 5.25 as C3. While C1 is active, we observe
any AS that fulfills both the visibility and the reachability condition adapts the same route
for both the reference prefix and the experiment prefix. Any AS that chooses routes with
different origin AS for the two prefixes can not be reliably measured. This is because such
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route indicate that the AS is either (i) judging a route for a prefix less attractive than
the same route for the other prefix, or (ii) using arbitrary attributes to break a tie in
attractiveness between routes. Both of these reasons make it difficult to infer ROV related
policy at later stages of the experiment. This route should also be the direct route to
PEERING, with no intermediary AS in between. After the first set of ROA changes occurs
and we enter configuration C2, there are two possible scenarios. Either (i) the route the
vantage point in the AS had chosen for the experiment prefix is still valid, or (ii) the route
the vantage point in the AS had chosen for experiment prefix is now invalid. In the case of
(i), no changes were made to either of the routes the vantage point in the AS had chosen, so
we expect the vantage point to stick with these routes in any case. In the case of (ii), if the
AS we are measuring has deployed some kind of prefer valid policy this could have an effect
on the route the vantage point chooses for the experiment prefix. If the vantage point itself
uses such a policy, it might de-preference the invalid route and switch to the valid route.
If another router in the AS uses such a policy, it might affect which routes are propagated
internally to the vantage point and affects the vantage points route selection in this way.
Either way, if we obverse the vantage point switching its route for the experiment prefix
from the unauthorized to the authorized origin, it points towards a ROV related policy. If
this AS wasn’t found to be filtering in the previous experiments already, we can classify it
at as preferring valid to invalid routes.
Preliminary Results
Unfortunately, the only AS that fulfill the reachability and the visibility condition and have
a vantage point that displays the described path changes are AS3130 and AS50300, both of
which we have confirmed to be filtering invalid routes in the previous experiments. Table 5.26
shows the routes chosen by the vantage point in AS50300 on August 2nd. We can see that
the route for the anchor stays the same, while the route for the experiment prefix changes for
the 08:00UTC dump, when the announcement of AS61575 becomes invalid. Note that the
new chosen route is still to AS61575 and thus invalid. This is consistent with our previous
observations of AS50300 where we have found that it selectively filters routes only learned
via the route server but not the ones learned via its providers (AS3356). This observation
is consistent over multiple days, not just August 2nd.

2017-08-02

Vantage point 176.12.110.8 (AS50300)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

00:00 UTC

50300←47065←61575

50300←47065←61575

08:00 UTC

50300←47065←61575

50300←3356←8283←47065←61575

16:00 UTC

50300←47065←61575

50300←47065←61575

Table 5.26: Routes for PR (147.28.254.0/24) and PE (147.28.255.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS50300 to collector rrc03. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time is
marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

In the case of AS3130 we also make observations that are consistent with the ones made
in previous experiments. Recall that AS3130 operates two vantage points, one of which
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we have found to be filtering invalid routes (147.28.7.1), while the other one (147.28.7.2)
did not. Table 5.27 shows the routes chosen by vantage point 147.28.71 on September 5th
and 6th.
The vantage point always prefers the route to seattle01 with origin AS61576
for the reference prefix. For the experiment prefix a switch is made when authorization to
announce PE for AS61576 is revoked at 08:30 UTC. On September 5th there is a period
where no route is available at 10:00 UTC for the experiment prefix, this does not occur on
September 6th. At 16:30 UTC, both AS are again authorized to announce the experiment
prefix. The vantage point switches back to the preferred route with origin AS61576 at
20:00UTC on both days. This puts the propagation delay for the ROA changes between
1.5 and 3.5 hours. These observations underline what we have already discovered with
previous experiments, namely that vantage point 147.28.71 drops invalid routes. There is
no indicator that it accepts invalid routes but prefers valid routes over them. Vantage point
147.28.7.2, which was found to be not filtering invalids in previous experiments, chooses
the same direct route to AS61576 for both prefixes consistently. This gives us no indicator
that it is preferring valid over invalid routes. Note that it is of course possible that AS3130
does lower the preference for invalid routes, but not to a degree that it could overrule other
attributes such as AS path length. If we relax the reachability condition similarly as we
did for the basic approach, we have larger pool of measurable AS. Unfortunately, the only
additional AS whose vantage points shows changes in selected routes that are consistent
with the expected behavior is AS59715, which has been confirmed in previous experiments
to drop invalid routes.

5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we have evaluated the connectivity offered by the PEERING testbed. We have
assessed the connectivity as it is documented on the PEERING websites and the websites
of the various IXP where the testbed peers with other AS. We have then compared this
documented connectivity to the actual connectivity offered by PEERING in practice to assess
which AS we can reach with our experiments. We have then presented a methodology with
which we can target specific AS to test them whether they are using origin validation results
in their routing policy to drop or de-preference invalid routes. Using this methodology we
have devised and conducted various experiments to test whether any AS use such a policy.
We have also created an experiments specifically aimed at testing AS that are using faulty
ROV implementations. With our experiments we have found AS8283, AS50300, AS59715,
and AS3130 to be dropping invalid routes altogether. We have found no AS that prefer
valid over invalid routes, and no AS that are using a faulty ROV implementation.
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2017-09-06

2017-09-05

Vantage point 147.28.7.1 (AS3130)
Time

AS Path for PR

AS Path for PE

Authorized AS
for PE

00:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

Both

02:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

04:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

06:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

08:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

10:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

No Route

61575

12:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

14:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

16:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

18:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

Both

20:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

Both

22:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

Both

00:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

Both

02:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

04:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

06:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

08:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

61576

10:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

12:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

14:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

16:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

61575

18:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←2914←8283←47065←61575

Both

20:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

Both

22:00 UTC

3130←47065←61576

3130←47065←61576

Both

Table 5.27: Routes for PR (147.28.254.0/24) and PE (147.28.255.0/24) exported by a vantage point
in AS3130 to collector route-views2. RPKI status of prefix announcement at given time
is marked green (valid) and red (invalid).

CHAPTER 6

Tooling
In the course of this work we have designed and implemented a toolchain for data analysis
and automated presentation of results. We have also implemented tools for experiment
control, which can be used outside this thesis by users of the PEERING testbed and the
Dragon Research Lab rpki toolkit. This chapter gives an overview of scripts relevant to the
presented work.

6.1 Data Analysis: Uncontrolled Experiments
Throughout this thesis, we have analyzed both uncontrolled and controlled experiments.
While both experiments yield the same type of data (BGP RIB entries), the amount of
data for the types of experiments varies greatly. Our data set for uncontrolled experiment
consist of BGP RIB dumps from all route collectors at one point in time, which includes all
exported routes from all available vantage points. This data set is 27GB in size. In contrast,
the various data sets for controlled experiments span 7 days but are below 15MB in size.
This is because in controlled experiments we are only interested in routes exported for the
prefixes announced by us through PEERING. Analyzing the entire 27GB data set could be
quite time consuming, so we have paid special attention to keeping the complexity of the
analysis as low as possible, ideally linear or faster. Since many parts of the overall analysis
were made in an exploratory fashion, we had to often re-run certain scripts with some minor
parameters changed to gather new results. In order to avoid having a script analyze the
entire data set each time, we decided to create a file which stored some meta-information for
each vantage point. In this file we recorded the path diversity of each AS, as seen from each
vantage point. This could be used by other scripts to pre-filter the RIB data to only include
routes originated by AS that we were interested in. For example, to obtain the divergence
point distributions shown in Figure 4.14 we used the path diversity file to exclude AS that
were not originating at least one divergent pair of invalid and non-invalid routes. The main
scripts used to analyze data from uncontrolled experiments are implemented in Python3:
Path Diversity
Input: Complete Data Set
Output: File path_diversity.csv, which contains meta-information about the routes
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each vantage point has exported.
Vantage Point Visibility
Input: Complete Data Set
Outputs the amount of prefixes, invalid (broken down by reason) and non-invalid, seen
by each vantage point, as well as the amount of origin AS for those prefixes.
Covered Invalids
Input: Complete Data Set, path_diversity.csv
Analyzes invalid prefixes which are covered by non-invalid prefixes of the same origin
AS. Outputs fraction of covered invalid, as well as divergence between the paths of
invalids and the paths of their covering non-invalids.
Origin-Prefix Visibility
Input:Complete Data Set
For each vantage point, outputs the average per-origin prefix visibility.
Replication of Gilad et al.
Input: Complete Data Set, path_diversity.csv, AS Relationship Data Set (CAIDA)
A replication of the state of the art methodology of Gilad et al. [39]. Outputs AS
marked as non-ROV enforcing, ROV candidates, and ROV enforcing for various subsets of the data as well as the complete data set.
Figure 6.1 shows an overview for those scripts and which figures were produced by them.

6.2 Controlled Experiments
6.2.1 Visibility Overview
Prior to starting our controlled experiments, we needed to understand visibility on the Internet better. For this purpose we decided to implement a script that yield a list of currently
active vantage points, i.e., routers that have exported any prefixes to a route collector. We
compare these vantage points with the AS that we can reach with our experiments through
PEERING infrastructure. This yields a list of which AS we can expect to export routes
for our prefixes once we conduct experiments. This vantage_point_visibility script is
essentially an implementation of subsection 5.1.2 (Connectivity and Visibility). To get a
list of AS peering with route collectors, it uses pybgpstream [15], python extensions for
the bgpstream [59] framework, to download the entire RIB of all route collectors of the
Routeviews and RIPE RIS projects. We run this script periodically and present the results
in a ”BGP Monitor Visibility Table” which we automatically make available on a website.
The website is created with Jekyll [11] a framework that can be used to generate static
websites. It is hosted on github, using GitHubPages [8], which comes with built in Jekyll
support.
The BGP Monitor Visibility Table can be used to quickly assess which AS is peering with
which route collector and how it can be reached through PEERING. This functionality is
also useful outside the context of this thesis, specifically for other users of PEERING. The
table is updated once a day.
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Figure 6.1: An overview over the scripts written for data analysis of uncontrolled experiments.

The BGP Monitor Visibility Table only shows us which AS is actively reachable through
PEERING and has a vantage point that is exporting routes to a route collector. While by
itself, this is useful for user of PEERING, for our purposes we also wanted to know which AS
are exporting routes for prefixes used in our experiments. For this purpose we have written a
the prefix_visibility script, which yields all AS that should export routes for our prefixes
(according to the BGP Monitor Visibility Table), and checks whether they actually do.
Similarly to the vantage_point_visibility, the result of the prefix_visibility script
are presented in table which is displayed on a website. The prefix_visibility scripts is
run once per day and the results are then displayed on the website. This way, the website
also serves as a kind of archive, which allows us to compare prefix visibility at different points
in time. The script also includes some automated data analysis, the results of which are also
displayed together with the BGP Prefix Visibility Table. The data analysis identifies AS
that do not export routes for our prefixes, or only for a subset of our prefixes, but according
to the BGP Monitor Visibility Table should be exporting routes for all prefixes. We separate
these AS in three categories, (i) reachable peers and (ii) customers of reachable peers. We
also add a third category for situations where an AS and one of its customers both have
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prefix visibility, but there is a mismatch, i.e., they are not exporting routes for the same
set of prefixes. This analysis gives us a list of AS that we then further investigate. A full
explanation of this automated analysis can be found at http://rpki.github.io/analysis.

6.2.2 Experimental Facilities
The experiments described in Chapter 5 requires us to inject our own BGP announcements
into the Internet as well as to issue our own RPKI objects and publish them within the global
RPKI. There exists already specific software to achieve both of these tasks, in the case of
BGP announcements it is the peering-client [13] and in case of RPKI there is the RPKI
toolkit from Dragon Research Labs [7]. However, both these pieces of software were not build
for recurring experiments, and do not feature an API that could be used by other programs.
They are intended for manual use and are geared towards the use cases of network operators.
Some of our experiments require us to periodically withdraw and announce BGP routes, as
well as periodically revoke ROAs and issue new ROAs. To accommodate the need for
automated control over BGP announcements and ROA issuance, we decided to implement
an interface that allows us to specify an experiment in a configuration file and automatically
conduct the experiment as well as publish the result on a website: The interface consists of
the following components:
Experiment Control
1. Read the provided configuration file and parse experiment parameters
2. Validate the experiment parameters to ensure that the experiment is feasible. By
default, this includes checking that the experiment allows for enough propagation
time for ROAs and BGP announcements. This behavior can be switched off.
3. Start the experiment by calling the Experiment Conductor script with the
experiment parameters.
4. After the experiment has ended, fetch the resulting data and run case analysis
on it.
5. Post resulting data and analysis classification results to the website.
Experiment Conductor
1. Issue initial ROAs using the RPKIC Interface.
2. Schedule announcements and withdrawals of routes using the Peering-Client
Interface.
3. Schedule issuing and revoking of ROAs using the RPKIC Interface.
4. Schedule clean-up of experiment (withdrawal of all routes, revoking all ROAs).
RPKIC Interface
Interface to issue and revoke ROAs. It is built on the rpkic cli tool from the RPKI
toolkit of Dragon Research Labs.
Peering-Client Interface
Interface to announce and withdraw BGP routes over the PEERING testbed. It is built
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on the peering-client [13] cli tool developed by PEERING.
This setup allows us to specify an experiment by its parameters and automatically obtain
the related data for further analysis, as well as display prefix visibility results on the website.

6.3 Reproducability
We explicitly support reproducible research [23], and recent efforts to build an ecosystem
that incentivizes researchers to support reproducability [64]. We publish the source code
for our replication of Gilad et al., as well as the code for the analysis of data obtained from
controlled experiments, at https://github.com/RPKI/rov-measurement-code.
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Figure 6.2: Part of the BGP Monitor Visibility Table. For each AS on the left column, it shows how
an AS can be reached through PEERING (mux peer or route server), and with which
route collectors it peers.
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Figure 6.3: Part of the BGP Prefix Visibility Table. For each AS on the left column, it shows how
an AS can be reached through PEERING (mux peer or route server), whether it has a
vantage point and whether that vantage point exported routes for our prefixes.
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Figure 6.4: Automated analysis included with the BGP Prefix Visibility Table. Classification of AS
with limited prefix visibility.
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Figure 6.5: Overview of the experiment tooling infrastructure.

CHAPTER 7

Related Work
7.1 Inter-domain Routing
Inter-domain routing, AS-level topology, and BGP measurements, have spawned a plethora
of work. Work on routing stability has provided important insight for measurements. While
most route announcement and withdrawals will lead to convergence in less than 3 minutes [49], certain routing policies as well as software bugs can increase the delay or even lead
to no route convergence [38]. For these reasons, we wait at least 1 hour between announcing/withdrawing a route and measuring the routes adapted by vantage points. The study
of BGP route convergence has also resulted in routing guidelines [38] that, if adhered to
be a sufficient number of AS, ensure convergence. These guidelines provide a model of AS
relationships, with simple categories such as provider-to-customer and peer-to-peer. Models of AS relationships have been discussed further and extended to capture more complex
interactions between AS with heuristic-based approaches [36], introduction of new concepts
like the customer cone [51], and by combining control plane, data plane, and geolocation
data to enhance existing approaches [41]. These findings are helpful to us to understand
the propagation of routes for our prefixes. For instance, if we are announcing a route to a
peer of PEERING whose customer cone contains an AS with a vantage point, we expect this
vantage point to receive a route via this peer.
Using a combination of BGP routing information, obtained from route collectors and looking
glasses, and data plane measurements such as traceroutes, mappings of AS topology have
been successful in correctly inferring the vast majority of provider-customer links between
AS [67, 48, 33]. These findings have been complemented with data plane measurements of
the internal structure of IXPs, revealing many previously unknown peer-to-peer links [26].
In a similar vein, work done on the flow data of a large European IXP has shown that the
number of peering links inside the IXP is far larger than previously estimated and that AS
connect to each other for diverse reasons [24].
Available data has been compared with actual ground truths to further explore the accuracy
and completeness of the data [58, 57]. Such work gives perspective on how incomplete
inferred AS-level topology using data from route collectors and looking glasses are. For our
measurements, this underlines the importance of PEERING connecting to various IXP and
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informs the design of our experiments.
The impact of biases in the data obtained from route collectors, looking glasses, and data
plane measurements is an important aspect of Internet measurements. These biases have
been evaluated and guidelines to design experiments which control for them have been
presented [30]. The same work has also provided insight into to the extend of default routes
on the Internet and their impact on inferences of AS relationships and routing policies. This
will impact our future work, as we plan on augmenting our control plane measurements with
data plane measurements which will be affected by default routes.
Many pitfalls and insights of measuring inter-domain routing and inference of topology
information have been succinctly expressed in ”10 Lessons from 10 Years of Measuring and
Modeling the Internet’s Autonomous Systems” [63].
The continued research interest in inter-domain routing, and specifically BGP, has produced
tools to simplify measurements and easier to deploy at scale. For the work presented here,
we have made extensive use of bgpstream, a software framework for live and historical
BGP data analysis [59] released by CAIDA. Our experimental facilities were provided by
PEERING [65], a testbed that offers rich AS-level connectivity and enables active BGP
experiments that were previously not feasible to perform for a lot of researchers. PEERING
has already provided researchers with important insight into complex routing policies that
can not be explained by existing models.

7.2 RPKI
Securing inter-domain routing has been a topic of discussion for many years. The deployment
of the RPKI has spawned research that analyzes the resulting data, its evolvement, and the
operational challenges that come with it. The relationship between RPKI and web-hosting
infrastructure has been empirically explored, showing that less popular websites are more
likely to be secured then prominent sites, which are more likely to be hosted within the
complex infrastructure of a CDN [70]. An analysis of issued Route Origin Authorizations
has shown that the majority of invalid routes are not due to prefix hijack attacks but rather
misconfiguration by the operators [69, 47]. This has lead to an increased effort by the
Regional Internet Registries to offer further training for operators. The impact of routing
policies prioritizing security with existing ROAs has been explored using data from public
route collectors [47] as well as with data from simulated environments [52]. Benefits of partial
deployment of the RPKI have also been explored in simulated environments [52]. Concerns
that policies to drop invalid announcements could be exploited by RPKI authorities to
prevent prefixes from being routed for non-security reasons have been a topic of discussion
for many years. The potential for such abuse has been explored [35] and possible solutions
to this problem have been presented [44]. The deployment of the RPKI has also spawned
several tools that, for instance, can be used to explore RPKI repositories [62] or view the
RPKI status of a webserver in the browser [71].

7.3 Route Origin Validation
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7.3 Route Origin Validation
As this work has shown, Route Origin Validation is not widely deployed yet. The only
other known work that deals with the deployment of Route Origin Validation does so using
uncontrolled experiments [39] and is examined closely in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 8

Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
In the course of this thesis we evaluate the current state of the art of measuring ROV
adoption on the Internet. We identify several limits of the methodology, specifically its
inadequate handling of the challenges of limited visibility and limited control. Using our
own implementation of the methodology, we demonstrate that these limits are not just
theoretical concerns but have a clear impact on the classification output of the methodology.
Specifically, we show that the methodology can produce a high number of false positives, as
well as contradictory classification when used on different data sets. We argue that these
limitations apply to any methodology that aims to classify specific AS as ROV enforcing/not
ROV enforcing based solely on data from uncontrolled experiments. This does not mean
that analysis of data from uncontrolled experiments can not be useful when it comes to
understanding ROV adoption measurements. Our analysis shows that invalid routes tend
to be routed differently than non-invalid routes, although a likelier explanation for this
observation is traffic engineering rather than ROV based filtering.
We improve upon the state of the art with our own methodology, which relies on controlled
experiments. By injecting our own routes into the global network, and crafting our own
RPKI objects, we are able target specific AS to test whether their routing policy uses ROV.
This solves the problem of limited control considerably, since the ability to change our
announcements and ROAs means we can distinguish the cause of observed routing decision,
which allows us to achieve high accuracy when classifying AS. While the challenge of limited
visibility still persists, because there is no complete view of the AS-level Internet, it has no
impact on the correctness of classifications anymore. We devise experiments to determine
whether (i) AS are dropping invalid routes altogether, and (ii) AS are preferring valid to
invalid routes for the same prefix. We also adapt our experiments to test for faulty ROV
implementations. Experiments are conducted using the PEERING testbed. We find only
3 AS that are using a ROV related routing policy, with all 3 of them choosing to drop
invalid routes altogether. This is in stark contrast of results produced by the state of the art
methodology. We confirm our results with the operators of those AS. We find that at least
one AS is using selective filtering, which contradicts the ”absolute filtering” assumption on
which the state of the art relies on.
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Since our experiments rely on visibility and connectivity, we have implemented a website
that shows which AS has a vantage point and is reachable via PEERING. As of now, this
website is automatically updated, showing which ASes have exported routes for our prefixes.
It also displays preliminary analysis of the data resulting from our experiments.

8.2 Future Work
Our automated analysis as of now classifies observed AS according to certain patterns, but
does not determine whether an AS is using ROV in its policy. For the future we plan to:
• Expand the automated analysis to determine whether any observed AS is using ROV.
• Set up a longitudinal study with various experiments running in parallel.
• Periodically publish the results of the automated analysis on a website, giving the
networking community the means to assess the current state of ROV adoption.
We will also expand the tools we have written for experiment automation. As of now those
tools can only handle simple experiments, we will add functionality to handle more complex
actions such as:
• Multiple Announcement and Withdrawal cycles in the same experiment.
• Running multiple experiments in parallel.
• Running open-ended experiment that are required for the longitudinal study.
Another improvement to our experiments is the inclusion of routing data from Packet Clearing House [6]. Packet Clearing House operates collectors at a large number of IXPs, which
could improve visibility drastically. Future work will also include further investigation into
the low per-origin we observe at some collectors. For this, we plan on examining individual
vantage points to see if they are really part of the Internet ecosystem at large, or are merely
confined to smaller networks within the Internet.
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